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Abstract: We propose adefinition of what should be meant by a proper action of a locally compact 
group on a C*-algebra. We show that when the C*-algebra is commutative this definition exactly 
captures the usual notion of a proper action on a locally compact space. We then discuss how one 
might define a generalized fixed-point algebra. The goal is to show that the generalized fixed-point 
algebra is strongly Morita equivalent to an ideal in the crossed product algebra, as happens in the 
commutative case. We show that one candidate gives the desired algebra when the C*-algebra is 
commutative. But very recently Exel has shown that this candidate is too big in general. Finally, we 
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There is a variety of situations in which actions of locally compact groups on non- 
commutative C*-algebras appear to be "proper" in a way analogous to proper actions 
of groups on spaces. See for example lOP1, OP2, Ks, Rf7, Ma, Qg, Rf8, QR, Ab, El ,  
GHT]. We propose here a simple definition which seems to capture this idea reasonably 
well. We indicate a variety of examples, but we only explore two basic ones in detail. 
Namely, we show that when the C*-algebra is commutative our definition does capture 
exactly the usual definition of a proper action on a space. Then we show that when 
the C*-algebra is the algebra of compact operators on a Hilbert space our definition is 
very closely related to square-integrable representations (not necessarily irreducible) 
of groups, and gives an attractive view-point on this venerable subject. 
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Our definition of proper actions is closely related to ideas of "integrable" actions 
which occur in various places, especially in the literature concerning actions on von Neu- 
mann algebras [CT,Pa,S]. We give here a definition of "integrable" actions for C*- 
algebras which appears to be the right analogue of that for von Neumann algebras. 
We see that every proper action is integrable, but not conversely. But it is useflfl to 
see that some of the basic properties of proper actions come just from the fact that 
they are integrable. 
I had earlier given a tentative definition of proper actions [RfT], which was adequate 
to treat some interesting examples. But that definition assumed the existence of a 
dense subalgebra with certain properties, and so was not intrinsic. The definition 
proposed here is intrinsic, and includes my older definition. But the definition given 
here must still be viewed as tentative, since I have not yet been able to relate it strongly 
to the crossed product C*-algebra for the action in the way done in [Rf7] (and there 
are many other aspects which also still need to be explored). 
The main goal is to define a suitable generalized fixed-point algebra (corresponding 
to the orbit space of a proper action oi1 a space), which will in a natural way be strongly 
Morita equivalent to an ideal in the crossed product algebra, as done in [RfT]. In an 
earlier version of this paper I had proposed a candidate for this generalized fixed-point 
algebra, and shown that it works correctly when the algebra acted upon is Abelian 
(Theorem 6.5 below). But in a very recent preprint [E2] Exel gives a natural example 
showing that in general the candidate which I had proposed is too big. He also gives 
a penetrating analysis of the difficulties involved, already for the case when the group 
which acts is Abelian. He does this within the context of making strong progress on his 
project of determining which actions on C*-algebras are dual actions on Fell bundles. 
But this leaves unresolved the question of whether there is an intrinsic definition of 
the generalized fixed-point algebra. 
In spite of this unsatisfactory situation, it seems to me worthwhile publishing what 
I discovered. There is not much overlap between the very recent paper of Exel and the 
present paper, and Exel makes use of some of the examples and results of the present 
paper. Also, I needed to sort out some of the issues discussed here for use in connection 
with several of my projects concerning quantization. (And even the classical notion of 
proper actions on spaces is one of continuing strong interest [BCH, GHT].) 
Actually, the definition of proper actions which we give here was strongly stimu- 
lated by a slightly earlier paper of Exel [Eli (which in turn built on [RfT]). In fact 
our definition almost appears explicitly in [Eli. The main difference is that here we 
emphasize the order properties of C*-algebras while in [El] the emphasis i  on uncon- 
ditional integrability (as it is in [E2] also). I am very grateful to Exel for quite helpful 
comments about all these matters. 
We will see that our definition of proper actions is closely related to earlier notions 
of integrable lements discussed in [Ld, OP1, OP2, Qg, QR]. It is also closely related 
to the notion of C*-valued weights on C*-algebras which was introduced recently by 
Kustermans [Ku]i for fairly different reasons involving Haar measures for quantum 
groups. (I thank Kustermans for some helpful comments on this matter.) One can 
in turn ask what should be meant by proper actions of quantum groups. Integrable 
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actions of a fairly wide class of quantum groups (namely Kac algebras) acting on 
yon Neumann algebras are discussed in section 18.19 of [S]. The action of any compact 
quantum group on a C*-algebra should be proper, and indeed in this case one obtains 
the kind of relations between the fixed point algebra nd the crossed product algebra 
which one expects [Ng]. One can also ask about proper actions of groupoids on C*- 
algebras, extending the notion of proper actions of groupoids on spaces given in [Re]. 
In section 1 we deal with integrable actions, while in section 2 we discuss C*-valued 
weights. Section 3 is concerned with the special case of algebras of continuous functions 
on a locally compact space with values in a C*-algebra. In section 4 we combine the 
earlier material to define and discuss proper actions. The functoriality properties of 
the situation are discussed in section 5. We also show there that the commonly used 
structure of C*-algebras "proper over an action on an ordinary space" [Ks, GHT] 
falls not only within our present context of proper actions, but, even more, within 
the context of [Rf7], where strong Morita equivalence of the generalized fixed-point 
algebra with an ideal of the crossed product algebra is established. In section 6 we 
discuss how one might define the generalized fixed-point algebra for our present setting. 
Section 7 is devoted to actions on the algebra of compact operators, and their relation 
to square-integrable representations. Then in section 8 we continue that discussion by 
considering the orthogonality relations. Substantial parts of sections 7 and 8 can be 
viewed as expository, treating well-known material from a slightly different point of 
view. 
(Added June 2003) After posting this paper on the arXiv I did not actually sub- 
mit it for publication because, as mentioned above, it did not resolve the problem of 
constructing a generalized fixed-point algebra which would be strongly Morita equiv- 
alent to an ideal in the crossed-product algebra, and I thought I might later return to 
try to resolve this matter. But since that time Meyer [My2] has further clarified the 
difficulties in trying to obtain the Morita equivalence which I was seeking. Because 
results in the present paper have now also been used in yet other papers [My1, Hf] (as 
well as [E2] mentioned above), it seemed esirable to publish the present paper. But 
because all of these other papers use specific results from the present paper, it seemed 
best not to revise the body of the present paper to take them into account, since that 
would cause confusion in the referencing of specific results. We will just give here a 
very brief description of the contents of these other papers. 
In [My1] Meyer shows how to describe the equivariant KK-groups KKG(A, B) in 
terms of equivariant homomorphisms, k la Cuntz. He shows that for a Kasparov 
triple (6, ~, F) for algebras A, B on which G acts one can always arrange that F is 
equivariant if the action of G on A is proper as defined in the present paper. Meyer 
in .[My2] generalizes constructions from the present paper to the setting of Hilbert 
modules, also using in the process Exel's notion of "relative continuity" from [E2]. 
Meyer then uses this generalization to give a description of all Hilbert modules over 
a reduced crossed-product algebra C* (G, B). In [H~] an Huef shows that if a group 
G acts freely on a space X then the transformation group C*-algebra C*(G, X) has 
"bounded trace" exactly if the action is integrablc in the sense of the present paper. 
She also obtains related results which use integrability of actions. In [HRW, HRW2, 
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PsR] proper actions and generalized fixed-point algebras as developed in [RfT] are 
heavily used, while the present paper is referenced, so perhaps uggesting its possible 
relevance in future related investigations. In fact, in [HRW2] the authors say "the 
process we have gone through is similar to the program discussed by Rieffer' in the 
present paper. The objective of [HRW] is to extend to the context of Co(Z)-algebras 
(such as in Corollary 5.6 and Theorem 5.7 below, and also see [Ni, Ks]) the theory of 
Brauer groups. The objective of [HRW2] is to extend the notions of proper actions 
to actions on imprimitivity bimodules, in order to handle various classes of examples. 
This paper is related to [My2]. The objective of [PsR] is to give a version of the 
symmetric imprimitivity theorem for pairs of groups acting freely on directed graphs 
and thus acting properly on the graph C*-algebras. 
1. In tegrab le  Act ions.  
The material discussed here is very close to material on integrable actions in the 
yon Neumann algebra literature. See for example definition 2.1 of [CT], the introduc- 
tion to [Ld], [Pal, and 18.20 of [S]. Here we stress the C*-algebra version of integrable 
actions, so that we can contrast it with the notion of proper actions which we discuss 
in the next section. Since every proper action is integrable, this section also develops 
those facts about proper actions which hold because they are integrable actions. 
Let G be a locally compact group, equipped with a choice of left Haar measure. 
Let a be a (strongly continuous) action of G on a C*-algebra A. (A simple but useful 
example to keep in mind during the following discussion is the case of G = ~ acting 
on the one-point compactification, l~, of 1~ by translation, leaving the point at infinity 
fixed, and so acting on A = C(]~). But in general we do not assume that A has an 
identity element.) Notice that for given a E A the function x ~ ax(a) has constant 
norm, and so can not be integrable over G (unless a = 0) when G is not compact. 
Nevertheless, our aim is to give meaning to 
a az (a)dx, 
at least for some actions a and some a ~= 0. 
It is convenient initially to place this matter in a more general context. Let X be 
a locally compact space (e.g. G) and fix on it a positive Radon measure (e.g. Haar 
measure), to which we will not give a particular symbol. Consider the C*-algebra 
B = Cb(X, A) of bounded norm-continuous functions from X to A. We can surely 
integrate functions of compact support. But there may be other functions, even ones 
of constant norm, whose integrals we can make sense of indirectly. 
For the case of G and a, we identify a E A with the function x H O~x(a) in Cb(G, A). 
This gives an isometric inclusion of A as a C*-subalgebra of Cb(G, A) (consisting 
entirely of functions of constant norm), whose image we will denote by An. So we 
see that it may be useful in our more general case of X to consider eventually various 
subalgebras of B. For example, our considerations can be applied to the induced C*- 
algebras studied for instance in [QR]. Here one has both an action ~ on A and an 
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action, % on a space M, and one considers the subalgebra of Cb(M, A) consisting of 
the functions f such that f(r~-l(m)) = a:~(f(m)). 
For any positive A E LI(X) define a linear map, px, from B to A by 
= / f(x)A(x)dx. P),(f) 
It is easily seen that Px is positive, in fact completely positive [KR2], and of norm IIAII1. 
We would like to have the flexibility of having A range over characteristic functions 
of compact sets, or over continuous functions which approximate them. It is thus 
convenient for us to set, for use throughout this paper, 
13 = 13(X) = {A E L~(X) : A has compact support and 0 <_ A <_ 1}. 
We note that if A E /3 then A E LI(X), so that px is defined. Also, 13 is an upward 
directed set under the usual ordering of functions, and if A1, A2 E B with A1 _< A2, 
then Pxl <- P~ for the usual ordering of positive maps. Thus {Px}ae~ is an increasing 
net of completely positive maps from B into A. Let f E B + ( the positive part of 
B). Then {pa(f)}~ is an increasing net of positive elements of A. Even if this net 
is bounded, we can not expect it to converge in A. But bounded increasing nets 
of positive elements do converge (for the strong operator topology) if they are in a 
yon Neumann algebra (5.1.4 of [KR2]). Thus if we view p~ as taking values in the 
double-dual (or :'enveloping") yon Neumann algebra, A", of A (see 3.7 of [Pe2]), we 
will have such convergence. Let us examine this situation a bit more generally. 
1.1 Def init ion.  Let N be some yon Neumann algebra, and let P = {px} be an 
increasing net of positive maps from a C*-algebra B to N. We say that b E B + is 
P-bounded if the net {px(b)} is bounded above. Let .M + denote the set of P-bounded 
elements. For each b E AJ + let ~g(b) denote the least upper bound of {p~(b)} in N. 
We call the mapping ~p from .M + to N the least upper bound of the net P. 
It is evident that 34+ is a hereditary cone in B +, and that pp is "linear" and 
positive. Now for any hereditary cone 34 + in a C*-algebra B we have the following 
structure. (See 7.5.2 of [KR2] or 5.1.2 of [Pe2].) Let Af = {b E B : b*b E 3/1+}. Then 
N" is a left ideal in B (not necessarily closed). Let 2t4 be the linear span of A4 +. Then 
34 = Af*JV (linear span of products), and 2t4 M B + = 3d +. In particular, Ad is a 
hereditary *-subalgebra of B. If ~o is an additive map from A4 + to M + for even some 
C*-algebra M, and if p(ra) = r~(a) for r E R + and a E Ad +, then the usual proof 
for scalar-valued weights shows that ~o has a positive linear extension to A4, which is 
unique. An important slippery point in connection with all this is that if a E A/l, it 
does not follow in general that lal E 34 (even if a = a*). This difficulty already occurs 
with .ordinary weights. See the example following theorem 2.4 of [Pel]. This makes it 
awkward to define an "LLnorm" on 34 using ~o. In Theorem 8.9 we will give a simple 
explicit example in which this difficulty occurs exactly in our context, namely for an 
integrable action on the algebra of compact operators. 
Returning to our situation of an increasing net P = {pc} with least upper bound 
~p, we see that c2p extends to the linear span, 34p, of 34 +. Then it is clear that for b E 
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2t4p the net {p,\ (b)} converges strongly to pp(b). It is not difficult to veri(v that if each 
px is completely positive, then ~op is also. This suggests the following definition, where 
we momentari ly allow values in a C*-algebra rather than a von Neumann algebra. This 
definition is ess~,ntially 1.1 of [Ku] with C = M(A). 
1.2 Def in i t ion .  By a C*-valued weight on a C*-algebra B we mean a function, ~, 
whose domain is a hereditary cone Ad + in B +, and whose range is contained in C + 
for some C*-algcbra C, such that 
1) ~o(ra) = rp(a)  for a C rid + and r E IR +, 
2) ~(a + b) = ~(a) + ~(b) for a,b ~ Ad +. 
We will say that p is completely positive if the unique positive extension of c 2 to the 
linear span, 3//. of 34 + is completely positive, in the sense that for all n, if (bij) is an 
n x n matrix of elements of 34 which is positive as an element of Mn(B), then the 
matrix (~(bq)) is positive as a matrix in Mn(C). If the values are in a von Neumann 
algebra, we will refer to p as an operator-valued weight on B. 
In the case in which p comes from an increasing net of positive maps as above, with 
values in a von Neumann algebra N, it is natural  in view of standard definitions in 
the l iterature (see 5.1.1 of [Pe2]), to make the following definition: 
1.3 Definition. An operator-valued weight ~ on a C*-algebra B, with domain 34+ 
and range in N, is said to be normal if there is an increasing net {pa } of bounded 
positive linear maps from B into N" such that 
1) 34+ = {b E B + : {pa(a)} is bounded above}, 
2) ~(b) -- 1.u.b.{p),(b)} for b e 34% 
We return to the situation in which B = Cb(X, A). 
1.4 Def in i t ion .  Let B = Cb(X,A), and let P = {pa} be as defined earlier. The ele- 
ments in the linear span of the P-bounded elements will be called the order-integrable 
elements of B. 
This definition is closely related to Exel's definition of pseudo-integrable el ments 
[El, E2], the difference being that we emphasize the order structure rather than the 
unconditional integrability. It is different from the definition given in 7.8.4 of [Pe2]. 
Rather we will see that the latter is very close to our definition of proper actions given 
in the next section. 
By considering the continuity of the p~'s we obtain the following alternative char- 
aeterization of positive order-integrable elements in this case: 
1.5 P ropos i t ion .  An element f E B + is order-integrable iff there is a constant, kf , 
such that 
Ilpm(f)ll-< ksll),ll~ 
for every ,~ C L~(G) n L~(G) with )~ >_ O. (Equivalently, we can omit the condition 
A>o.) 
With a possible change in the constant ky, we obtMn: 
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1.6 Corol lary.  For every order-integrable lement f C B there is a constant, k/, 
such that 
Ilpm(f)ll <- kfll'Xll~ 
for all A C Ll(G) C3 L°~(G). 
1.7 Notat ion.  We will denote the hereditary *-subalgebra of order-integrable ele- 
ments by A/Ix, and the left ideal {a C A : a*a C Adx} by Afx. We denote the 
associated operator-valued weight with values in A',  and its unique extension to f / Ix ,  
by ~x. It is natural to also denote qox(f) for f E JMx by 
~x(f )  = / f(x)dx, 
as long as the integral is interpreted as simply meaning ~z(f ) .  
We will later find the following fact useful. 
1.8 Propos i t ion .  Let f E Mx ,  and let ca E A ~, the dual space of A. Then the 
function x H w(f(x) is integrable (in the ordinary sense) on X, and 
w(f(x) dx = w(~x(f)  ),
where w is viewed as being in the predual of A ~. 
Proof. By the definition of 2~/ix and by the standard ecomposition [Pe2] of elements 
of A ~ in terms of positive lements, it suffices to treat the case of positive a and positive 
w. The function in question is continuous, so measurable. For A E B we have 
/ ~(x)ca(f(x))dx = w(p~(f)) < liwllk~, 
where kf is as in Corollar.y 1.6. Then a short argument using the monotone convergence 
theorem shows that the function is integrable. The weak-* topology on A" coincides 
with the ultra-weak operator topology (3.5.5-6 of [Pe2]), so the equality must hold. 
[] 
As indicated above, we are interested in subalgebras of B. The main definition of 
this section is: 
1.9 Definit ion. Let B = Cb(X, A) as above, and let C be a C*-suhalgebra of B. We 
will say that C is an integrabIe subalgebra if C A A/Ix is dense in C. 
We remark that this definition can even be applied to operator systems, i.e. self- 
adjoint subspaces, and might'r eventually be useful there. Our main application of 
this definition is to the case of an action c~ of G on A, and the subalgebra Am of 
B, defined above, consisting of the functions x ~-~ az(a). Here X = G, and we set 
A/t + = A/I + A Ao, and similarly for Afa, 2~4a, and ~a. But we often tacitly identify A 
with A~. 
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1.10 Def in i t ion .  The action a of G on A is said to be mtegrable if Am is an integrable 
subalgebra of Cb(G, A), that is, if Ad~ is dense m A. 
We remark that this defimtlon is vmv close to that g~ven in the sentence before 
18.20 of [S] for the setting of a Kac algebra acting on a yon Neumann algebra The 
case of a group acting on a yon Neumann algebra is then discussed in 18.20 of IS 1. 
A questmn whmh I have not been able to resolve is whether, given an mtegIable 
action a of G on A, and given a closed subgroup H of G, the restriction of a to H 
must always be integrable. This question is closely related to the notion of "strongly 
subgroup integrable" introduced m defimtion 2 17 of [Rf6] and discussed there 
The following observation about mtegrable actions is motivated by well-known con- 
slderations in topologmal dynamics concerning wandering sets. (See Theorem 6 15 of 
[W].) 
1.11 Propos i t ion .  Let (~ be an actwn of G on A Suppose that G zs not compact 
Then every a-mvamant state on A has value 0 on all of .Ma. In particular, ~f a ~s 
mtegrable then there are no a-mvamant states on A. 
Proof. Let w be an a-mvariant state on A, and let a E A//a. By Proposit ion 1 8 the 
function x H w(a~(a)) = w(a) must be mtegrable. Since G is not compact, w(a) = O. 
[] 
We now return to the case of a general action a. By transport  of structure, each 
as  extends to an automorphism of A n, still denoted by a~, though the corresponding 
action of G will usually not be continuous for the norm. We will let (An) ~ denote the 
fixed point subalgebra of A" for this action 
Now for any a E .M + and x C G the net {a~(af (a) )} I~s  must have ax(~(a))  as 
1.u.b. Let L~ denote the usual left translation operator on functions on G defined by 
(Lxf)(y)  = f (x - ly ) .  Then for f C La(G) we have c~za I = aL~f. Furthermore, L~ on 
B is clearly an order automorphlsm of B Thus the 1.u.b. of {a~(af (a) )}  must still be 
p(a). Consequently a~(~(a))  = ~(a) We have thus obtained: 
1.12 Propos i t ion .  The operator-valued weight ~a has values ~n (An) a. 
We now examine the actmn of a on elements of Aria. Let A denote the modular 
function of G, with the convention that 
f f(zy)dx ~- A(y -1) f f(x)d~, /f(x-1)dx : f f(x)A(x-l)dx. 
For w E G let R~ be the operator of right translation on functions on G defined by 
(Rzf ) (y)  = f (yx-1) .  We choose this convention both because then Rx is an order 
automorphlsm of B (not necessarily preserving the LLnorm),  and because a simple 
calculatioa shows that for f E LI(G) and a E A we have 
= 
Arguing as we did for Proposltmn 1.12 we obtain" 
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1.13 Propos i t ion .  Let a E Ads. Then ~(a)  E .h4~ for any x C G, and 
~a(a~(a))  =A(x) - l~a(a) .  
1.14 Coro l la ry .  The left ideal Ha is carried into itself by c~. 
Proof. If a E Af~ then a*a E J~4a, so that az(a)*ax(a) = ax(a*a) E J~4~ for any 
xE  G. [] 
It is natural  to define an (A ' )a-va lued inner-product on Af~ by 
(a, b}, = p~(a*b). 
Note that Af~ will not in general be a right module over (A ' )  a, so that Afa need not 
be a Hilbert C*-module. One can extend Ha to get a Hilbert C*-module by passing 
to a suitable von Neumann subalgebra of A", but we will not pursue this matter here. 
In any case, we do have a corresponding norm on A/'a defined by II(a, a)~ 111/2, where 
the norm in this expression is that of A". 
1.15 Notat ion .  For x E G we define an operator, U~, on Afa by 
Uxa = A(x)U2ax(a). 
A simple calculation shows that Us is "unitary" in the sense that 
(Usa, Uxb)~ = (a, b)~ 
for a, b E Afa. We obtain in this way a group homomorphism from G into the group of 
"unitary" operators on Afa. It is not clear to me how often this homomorphism will 
be strongly continuous for the norm defined above. This seems to be quite a delicate 
matter to ascertain in various examples. This is closely related to: 
1.16 Quest ion .  Under what circumstances will it be true that for every finite measure 
tt of compact support on G we have a~ (a) E Af~ if a E Afa (where c~, is the integrated 
form of a)?  
We can show that this is true for a E Ma,  but we will not pursue this matter here. 
For use in the next section we now examine to some extent what integrabil ity means 
in the commutative case. 
1.17 Propos i t ion .  Let a be an action of G on the locally compact space M, and 
so on the C*-algebra C~z(M) of functions vanishing at infinity. If a on Ca(M)  is 
integrable, then every a-orbit in G is closed, and the stability subgroup of each point 
of M is compact. 
Proof. Suppose the a-orbit  of m0 E M is not closed, so that it has a limit point n 
which is not in the orbit. Choose f E C~(M) + (functions of compact support) such 
that f(n) > 1. Let U = {m E M : f(m) > 1}, so that U is a neighborhood of 
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n. By the joint continuity of the action, we can find a symmetric open precompact 
neighborhood (_9 of ec (the identity element of G) and a neighborhood V of n such 
that c~o(V) c U. Choose a sequence {xj} in C by induction as follows. Set xl = ea 
(the identity element). If X l , . . . ,  xk have been chosen, let Ck be the closure of the 
union of the x~-1(9 2 for j _< k. Then Ck is a compact set. Thus c~ck(mo) is a compact 
subset of the orbit of too, and so can not have n in its closure. Thus we can find 
E c, such that ¢ and ax- l e V. 
Notic(~ that since (9 is symmetric, all the sets x~1(9 are disjoint. But i fy C (9, then 
so that  
O~ -1  = e u, 
(axjyf)(m0) > 1. 
That is. the fhnction x ~-+ (C~x(f))(mo) is non-negative, and has value _> 1 on each 
of the disjoint sets xnO, which all have the same non-zero Haar measure. Thus this 
function can not be integrable. If we view evaluation at m0 as a continuous linear 
functional on A, then from Proposition 1.8 it follows that f ¢ Ad +. But A4a is a 
hereditary .-subalgebra, which in the commutative case means an ideal. Thus if ~4~ 
were dense it would have to contain Co(M). Thus a is not integrable. 
We now show that stability groups are compact. Let m E M, and pick f E Co(M) + 
such that f (m)  > 1. Let g(x) = f(c~l(rn)).  Then there is a compact symmetric 
neighborhood (9 of ec on which g > 1. Let Gm denote the stability subgroup of m. 
Then g(xs) = g(x) for x E G, s E Gin. If Gm is not compact, it is easily seen from 
this that g can not be integrable. [] 
I have not noticed simple conditions which are simultaneously necessary and suffi- 
cient for a to be integrable. It is not sufficient just to have the orbits be closed and 
the stability subgroups be compact. This is seen by the following example, which is 
a slightly more complicated version of the example at the very end of Philip Green's 
article [G]. We make our example yet slightly more complicated than needed here so 
that we can also use it in the next section to illustrate a point there. 
1.18 Example .  The space M is a closed subset of l~ 3, and the group G is R. The 
action is free, with all orbits closed. The orbit space M/c~ is a compact Hausdorff space 
consisting of a countable number of points, which is discrete xcept for one limit point. 
This limit orbit is the "y-axis" {(0, s, 0) : s C R}, with the action a of R on it being by 
translation. We denote this orbit by (9., and we let p, = (0, 0, 0), which is one of its 
points. We label the other orbits by strictly positive integers, n, and we denote the n-th 
orbit by (9~. Part of the data specifying these orbits consists of a strictly decreasing 
sequence {b, } of real numbers which converges to 0. Let p~ -- (bn, 0, 0). Then p~ 
will be in (9,. Up to equivariant homeomorphism the example will be independent 
of the choice of {b~}. However, it does depend on the next piece of data, which is 
an assignment to each n of a strictly positive integer, Ln, which should be thought of 
as a "repetition umber". However, the example will be independent of the choise of 
the next piece of data, which is an assignment to each n of a strictly decreasing finite 
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sequence {c)'} of length Ln, with bn+l < c~ < bn. Let q~ = (c~,0,0) Each of the 
points qj ~ = 1, ., Ln, will be in the orbit 0~. At one place below it is convenient 
• " = b,~ We specify On and the actmn c~ by saying where ct takes p~ For t 6 R to set (o 
we sel 
t, 0) t e ,,] 
0) 
t=s+ L,,(2n+ l) 
at(p,,) = (c~,s,O) s 6 ( -n, , , ] ,  t = s +2(2n+ 1), 
1_<2<L, ,  vo ld i f Ln=l .  
((1 - s)c~ + scj~+l,ncos(Trs),nsin(Trs)) s 6 (0, 1], 
t = s+~ +j (2~ + 1), 
O < 3 < Ln -1  , c'~ = b~. 
If one contemplates the facts that whenever points of m are in the x-y-plane and 
not about to leave it they move parallel to the y-axis with unit speed, and that, as n 
increases, the y-coordinates where points enter and leave the x-q-plane go to -c~ and 
+oo, one sees that this action is indeed jointly continuous, and that the properties 
stated at the beginning are satisfied. In particular, for any f C Co(M), the support of 
f will meet any given orbit in a compact set, and thus 
/G f(ax(m) dx 
will be finite for each ra C M. 
Choose now an f 6 Cc(O.) +, supported strictly inside {0} x [-1/2,  1/2] x {0}, and 
such that its integral over O., i.e. f f (a - t (p . ) )dt ,  = 1. Extend f to a function in 
Cc(R 2 × {0}) +, still denoted by f,  in such a way that the support of f is contained 
in the disk of radius 1/2 about the origin, and that for some e > 0 this extended f is 
independent of the x-coordinate. We restrict f to M and still denote it by f. Then as 
soon as n is large enough that bn < ~, the restriction of f to O,~ will, on G, look like 
Ln + 1 copies of f with disjoint supports. Consequently, for each large n we have 
/ f(c~-t(pn))dt = L,~ + 1. 
In other wolds, for large enough n, 
{ 1 on 69. 
at(f)dt = L~ + I on 69~ 
In partmular, if the sequence {Ln} is not bounded, then f is not integrable, so that 
A4a is not dense, and so the action a is not mtegrable. On the other hand, if the 
sequence {L,~} is bounded, then one can check that a is integrable. 
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We remark that by examining the foliations of the plane (which come from actions 
of R), as studied in [Wn], we obtain an abundance of examples of integrable actions 
a on Coo(M) such that M/a is not Hausdorff (but the actions arc free, with closed 
orbits). Thus, integrabil ity does not imply that M/a is Hausdorff. 
Anyway, we are left with: 
1.19 Quest ion .  What  are conditions just in terms of an action a of a group G on 
a space M which are simultaneously necessary and sufficient for (~ on C~(M) to be 
integrable? 
We conclude this section with an important property of integrable actions with 
respect o tensor products. Many special cases of this property arc employed in the 
literature. (See e.g. 18.21 of [S].) 
1.20 Propos i t ion .  Let a and fi be actions of G on the C*-algebras A and B, and let 
a ® fi denote the corresponding action on their maximal, or minimal, tensor product, 
A ® B. If a is integrable, then so is ~ ® ~. 
Proof. It does not hurt to adjoin a unit to B if it does not have one. So we assume 
that B is unital. Let a E A/I +. Then 
(a ®/~)~(a ® l s )  = a:~(a) ® 1 ~ k~IIAIIoo 
+ But for any b E B + we have with our earlier notation. Thus a ® 1B E .h~a®/~. 
+ + Since a ® b _< Ilblt(a ® 1B). Since ~4~®z is hereditary, it follows that a ® b E M~e z. 
Ad~ is dense in A by assumption, it follows that A/{~®~ is dense in A ® B. [] 
2. S t r i c t  C*oweights .  
We recall that if a is an action of G on a locally compact  space M,  then ~ is said 
to be proper if the map (re, x) ~ (m, ax(m)) from M x G to M x M is proper, in 
the sense that preimages of compact sets are compact. It is well known [Bo] that in 
this case the orbit space, M/a, with the quotient opology from M, is locally compact 
Hausdorff. The functions in Coo (M/a) can be viewed as functions in Cb(M) which are 
a-invariant. Here Cb(M) is the algebra of bounded continuous functions on M, and it 
is the multiplier algebra of Coo(M). It is well-known (2.4 of [Pn]) that if h E Cc(M), 
and if we set 
¢(h)(m) = ] h(~-~l(m))dx 
for every m E M, then ¢(h)  is a function in C~(M/a) C_ Cb(M). It is natural  to 
write 
but as before, the integrand is not integrable in the usual sense if G is not compact. 
But if we consider a~(h) for ,~ E B as in the previous section, it is easily seen that 
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ax(h) converges to ¢(h) in the strict topology, that is, kc~x(h) converges to k~p(h) in 
(uniform) norm for every k E Ca(M). See the discussion early in section 1 of [RfT]. 
For the definition and basic properties of the strict topology see [La,Pe2]. 
There are a number of situations in which an action of a group on a non-commutative 
C*-algebra seems to be proper in some sense. I tried to give an appropriate definition 
in [RfT]. The definition given there was adequate to treat some interesting examples, 
but it assumed the existence of a dense subalgebra with certain properties, and so was 
not intrinsic. I propose here a tentative intrinsic definition, which is essentially one 
almost explicitly suggested by Exel in section 6 of [Eli. The difference is that here we 
emphasize the order properties, paralleling the development in our first section, while 
Exel emphasizes unconditional integrability. 
As suggested by the above discussion, this matter leads to weights with values in C*- 
algebras. We mentioned in the previous ection that such weights have recently been 
introduced by Kustermans [Ku] for use in connection with quantum groups (though 
so far I have not seen how to use his "regularity" condition in the present context). 
Much as we need here, he treats weights on a C*-algebra B with values in M(A) for 
another C*-algebra A. (Here M(A) denotes the multiplier algebra [Pe2] of A.) Our 
basic context is as follows: 
2.1 Def in i t ion.  Let B and A be C*-algebras, and let P = {px} be an increasing net 
of positive operators from B into M(A). We say that b E B + is P-proper if the net 
{p~(b)} converges in the strict topology to an element, Cp(b), of M(A). We denote 
the set of P-proper elements of B + by 7)p +. 
It is clear that 7 + is a cone, and that ~)p is "linear" on Pp+. 
For use in dealing with this definition we now recall several of the basic facts about 
the strict topology which Kustermans obtains, in a form suitable for our needs here. 
The considerations here parallel somewhat he strong and weak operator topologies. 
A small novelty is our explicit definition of the "weak-strict" topology. (It has been 
used implicitly in earlier work.) 
2.2 Def in i t ion.  We say that a net {m~} in M(A) converges in the weak-strict topology 
to n E M(A) if the net {am~c} converges in norm to anc for every a,c E A. By 
polarization it suffices to consider {a*m;~a} and a*na. We will say that a net {m~} is 
weak-strict Cauchy if for every a, c E A the net {am;~c} in A is norm-Cauchy. Again, 
it suffices to examine the nets {a*m~a} for a E 
It is clear that if a net is strictly convergent, 
weak-strictly. 
A. 
or is strictly Cauchy, then it is also so 
2.3 P ropos i t ion .  Let {m~} be an increasing net in M(A) + which converges weak- 
strictly to n E M(A). Then rn~ <_ n for all )~. In particular, {m~} is bounded in 
norTTt. 
Proof. Fix any A0, and set k = n -m~o and k~ = m~-rn~o.  Then the net {k~} 
is eventually positive and converges weak-strictly to k. Thus for any a E A the net 
{a*k~a} is eventually positive and converges in norm to a*ka. Thus a*ka is positive for 
all a E A. Then it is not hard to see that k is positive. (See Lemma 4.1 of [La].) [ ]  
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In lemma 9.3 of [Ku] Ku,~termans uses the uniform boundedness principle sew 
eral times to show that in the above proposition it suffices to assume that~ {m~} is 
weak-strict Cauchy. This observation can be useful in connection with the following 
proposition. 
2.4 P ropos i t ion .  (See 9.4 and 9.5 of [Ku].) Let {rn~} be an increasing net in M(A) + 
which is weak-strict Cauchy and is bounded in norm. Then (m~ } is strictly Cauchy, 
and so converges trictly (and so weak-strictly) to an element of M(A) +. 
Proof. Let K be a bound on {m,~ }. Then for a E A and ,~ > y we have 
ll(m  - m.) .ll ll(m  - m )V ll ll(m  - m )V  II 
_< KIIa*(m  -  .)aII- 
Thus {rn~a} is norm-Cauchy. By taking adjoints we see that {am;~} too is norm- 
Cauchy. Thus {m~} is strictly Cauchy, and so converges to a positive element of 
M(A), since M(A) is strictly complete [La]. [] 
2.5 P ropos i t ion .  (Lemma 9.4 of [Ku].) Let {m~} be a net of elements of M(A) +, 
and let m E M(A) + be such that in~ < m for all ~. If {m~} converges weak-strictly 
to m, then it does so strictly. 
Proof. For any a E A we have, as above, 
I I (m - m )all 2 < II(  - m. ' , ) l /=  I I= l l (m - m )l/2al12 
< ttmllll *(m - m ) ll, 
For a on the other side, take adjoints. [] 
There is a useful alternate characterization of the P-proper elements in terms of 
linear functionals on A. It is related to the definition of &-integrable lements given on 
page 269 of [Pe2], which originated in lOP1, OP2]. But we call attention to the note 
at the end of [OP2] which points out that the definition in [Pe2] is too strong, since it 
should only consider the dual, B', of B (in the notation of [Pe2]), not of M(B). For 
some later variants ee [QR] and its references. We will use the fact that each element 
of A ~ has a canonical extension to M(A), obtained by viewing A ~ as the predual of A" 
and M(A) as canonically embedded in A" (proposition 3.12.3 of [Pe2]). 
2.6 Theorem.  Let P = {p~} be an increasing net of positive operators from B to 
M(A), and let b E B +. Then b is P-proper if and only if there is an m E M(A) + 
such that for every po-siti~)e lfnear functional, w, on A, viewed also as a positive linear 
.functional on M(A), the net {~(p~(b))} converges to w(m). 
Proof. Suppose that b is P-proper. For any bounded linear functional ~ on A and any 
bounded net {n~} in M(A) which converges trictly to m E M(A) the net {w(n~)} 
converges to w(m). This follow from the fact that w can be approximated in norm 
by linear functionals of the form w~ defined by wu(a) = w(u*au) for u E A. (See e.g. 
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the proof of theorem 3.12.9 of [Pc2].) From this it follows that if b is P-proper, then 
{w(pa (b) } converges to co( ¢p(b) . 
Suppose conversely that there is an m E M(A) + as in the statement of the theorem. 
For any positive w and any c E A let wc be defined by coo(a) = w(c*ac). Since wc is 
positive, wc(pa(b)) converges by hypothesis to coc(m), that is, co(crpa(b)c) converges 
to w(c*mc). But now c*mc E A. Let Q(A) denote the quasi-state space [Pe2] of A, 
consisting of those positive co E A' such that Ilcoll -< 1. Note that Q(A) is weak-* 
compact. For any d E A let d denote d viewed as a function on Q(A), so that d 
is continuous (and affine). With this notation, (c*p~(b)c) ^ is an increasing net of 
continuous positive functions on Q(A), which as we saw above converges pointwise to 
the continuous function (c*mc) ^  . By Dini's theorem it follows that the convergence 
is uniform. But Q(A) determines the norm of elements of A +. It follows that the 
net {c*px(b)c} converges in norm to c*mc, that is, {pa(b)} converges weak-strictly to 
m. From Proposition 2.5 it follows that {pa(b)} converges to m strictly. Thus b is 
P-proper as desired. [] 
The following lemma is motivated by, and very closely related to, proposition 6.6 
of [El]and to the comments in 7.8.4 of [Pc2] and 2.4 of [OP1]. See also lemma 3.5 of 
[Qg] and lemma 4.1 of [Ku]. 
2.7 Key Lemma. Let P = {p;~} be an increasing net of positive operators from B to 
M(A). Then the cone P+ of P-proper elements of B + is hereditary. 
Proof. Let b E P+, and let b0 E B with 0 _< b0 _< b. The net {px(b)} is bounded above 
by Proposition 2.3, and so the net {pa(b0)} is bounded above. Since the latter net is 
increasing, to show that bo E T '+ it suffices by Proposition 2.4 to show that {pa(b0)} 
is weak-strict Cauchy. Now for any a E A and any A > # 
a*(px(bo) - p~(bo))a = a*((p~ - p#)(bo))a < a*((px - p#)(b))a. 
But {pa(b)} converges strictly, and so is weak-strict Cauchy. 
According to the properties of hereditary cones given in section 1, if we set 
[] 
Qp = {b E B : b*b E Pp}, 
then Qp is a left ideal in B. Let Pp denote the linear span of P+. Then Pp = Q*p Qp, 
7)p M B + = Pp+, and Cp extends uniquely to a positive linear map from Pp into M(B). 
It is clear that every P-proper positive element is P-bounded. Thus P+ c MR 
in the notation of the previous ection. Furthermore, since any non-degenerate rep- 
resentation of B extends ufiiq~uely t6 one of M(B)I ~under which agtrictly convergent 
net is strong operator convergent, Cp will be the restriction of the weight ~p to the 
P-proper elements. The above considerations suggest: 
2.8 Definition. Let A and B be C*-algebras. By a C*-valued weight on B towards 
A we mean a C*-weight ¢ on B (Definition 1.2) with values in M(A). Let ~+ denote 
the domain of ¢. We say that ¢ is lower semi-continuous if whenever b E :P+ and 
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{b~,} is an increasing net in B + which converges in norm to b, then the net {¢(b,)} 
converges trictly to ~b(b). We say that ¢ is strict if there is an increasing net {pa } of 
bounded positive maps from B to M(A) for which 
1) 7 )+ = {b E B + : the net {px(b)} is strictly Cauchy}. 
2) ~b(b) = strict-lim{p~(b)} for b E ;o+. 
If B = A we will just say that ¢ is a lower semi-continuous, or strict, C*-valued 
weight on A. If ~b(b) = 0 only when b = 0, we say that ¢ is faithful. 
We remark that we do not require that T' be dense, unlike definition 3.2 of [Ku]. 
Nor do we require complete positivity. (We will assume it explicitly when we need it.). 
The exact relationship between our definition of ,'mc~ weights and Kustermans'  
definition of lower semi-continuous weights in definition 3.2 of [Ku] remains to be 
worked out. We note that in [Ku] each pa is required to be "strict" as defined in [La]. 
This has some technical advantages, but in Proposit ion 4.11 we will see that we have 
an even stronger property in our group-action case. 
2.9 P ropos i t ion .  (Basically 3.5 of [Ku].) Any strict C*-vaIued weight from B toward 
A is lower semi-continuous. 
Proof. Let b and {b,} be as in the definition above of lower semi-continuity. By 
Proposition 2.5 it suffices to show weak-strict convergence. Let a E A, and let e > 0 
be given. Choose A so that 
Ila¢(b)a * - apx(b)a*ll < e/2. 
Choose p0 such that if # > p0 then 
Ilap~(b)a* - ap~(b,)a* tl < ~/2. 
Since we have 
ap:~(b.)a* <_ a¢(b.)a* <_ ae(b)a*, 
it follows that for # > #o we have 
Ila¢(b,)a* - a¢(b)a*ll < ¢. 
[] 
We remark that in the situation described above we can not expect that ¢(bx) will 
converge to ~b(b) in norm. A simple example, which we will use again later, goes as 
follows: 
2.10 Example .  Let G = Z act by translation, T, on itself, and so on C~(Z) .  For 
each n > 1 choose fn E C+(Z) such that Ilfnl]~ < 1/n but }-~'-k rk(fn) = 1 strictly in 
M(C~ (Z). Let a be the (proper) action of Z by translation in the first variable on 
Z x N, and so on B = C~(Z x N). Let P = {p~} come from a as at the beginning 
of Section 1, with corresponding ¢. Let g E B be defined by g(m,n) = fn(m). It is 
easily seen that g is P-proper,  and that ¢(g) = 1. Define gj to agree with g for n < j 
and have value 0 otherwise. Then the increasing sequence {gj} converges to g in norm, 
while {¢(gj)} converges to ~(g) strictly, but not in norm. 
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3. The  case of  Cb(X, A). 
Throughout his section we let B = Cb(X, A), and we assume that we have a positive 
Radon measure specified on X, in terms of which the p~'s are defined as  near the 
beginning of Section 1. We now denote the hereditary cone of P-proper elemeuts by 
Px  +, with corresponding Cz, Px and Qx.  We consider here some aspects which are 
special to this situation. 
As discussed in the previous section, Qx will always be a left ideal in B. We now 
consider action on the right. Let f E Qx and m E M(A), so that fm E B. For A E 13 
we have 
P 
fro) -= J m' f  (x)* f(x)mA(x)dx = m*p~(f* f )m , ((fro)* P~ 
and we know that a*m*p~(f*f)ma converges up in norm to a*m*¢(f*f)ma. Thus 
p~((fm)*(fm)) converges weak-strictly to m*¢(f*f)m, and so converges trictly by 
Proposition 2.5. By definition it follows that fm E Qx, so that Qx is a right M(A)- 
module, and 
Cx(m * f* fm) = m *¢x(f* f)m. 
Let also g E Qx. Then g*fm EPx,  and so ¢(g*fm) is the strict limit of {p~(g*fm)}. 
Consequently for a E A we have the norm limits 
aCx (g * fm) = lim ap~ (g*fm) = lim(ap~ (g* f ))m = aCx (g* f )m . 
Thus Cx(g*fm) = Cx(g*f)m. Finally, since every element of Px is a finite linear 
combination of elements of form g*f for f ,g E Qx,  we see that we have obtained: 
3.1 P ropos i t ion .  Both Qx and 79x are right M(A)-modules, and 
Cx (fro) = Cx (f)m 
for f E Px and m E M(A). 
We can now define an M(A)-valued inner-product on Qx by 
(f, g)x = ¢( f *g)  • 
This evidently makes Qx into a right C*-module over M(A). (See, e.g. [La] for 
the definition.) Consequently we have the following version of the Cauchy-Schwarz 
inequality (proposition 2.9 of [Rf2], or proposit ion 1.1 of [La]): 
3.2 P ropos i t ion .  For f,g E Qx we have 
~(f*g)*¢(f*g) ~ ][¢(f*f)H¢(g*g) 
in M(A). Consequently the expression IIf[Ix = II(f, f)x]l 1/2 defines a norm on Qx. 
We will later have use for the following technical consequence. 
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3.3 
have 
Proposition. With notation as above, for any ;~ C B and any f, 
IIP~(f*g)ll-< 4llif, f)xH [l(g, g)x[I • 
g 6 Qx we 
PROOF. By polarization 
3 
4llPa(f*g)lF _< ~ llpx((f ÷ i ~g) . . . .  kI +ikg,,,sll 
k=0 
3 
-< ~ II¢((f + ikg)*(f + ik9))ll-< 4([]fl[x + IIgllx) 2 , 
k=0 
where for the last inequality we have used the last part of Proposition 3.2. Now replace 
f by f/I]f[]x and g by g/]lgllx to obtain the desired inequality. E3 
We deduce next the application of Theorem 2.6 to the present case. 
3.4 Theorem.  Let f C B +. Then f E Px  if and only if there is an m C M(A) + 
such that for every positive w C A' the function x H w(f(x)) is integrable in the 
ordinary sense and 
/ w(f(x) dx = w(m) . 
PROOF. If f E T'x then by Proposition 1.8 the function x ~-~ w(f(x)) is integrable 
and the above equation holds by the comment just before Definition 2.8. 
Conversely, if rn exists as in the statement of the proposition, then for any A e /3 
we have A(x)w(f(x)) << w(/(x)). Since x ~ w(f(x)) is integrable and the A's converge 
up to 1 pointwise, we can pass to a suitable sequence of A's to which we can apply the 
monotone convergence theorem to conclude that the net {w(p~(f))} converges up to 
w(m). We are now exactly in position to apply Theorem 2.6. [] 
4. P roper  Act ions.  
We now return to the case of an action a of a group G on a C*-algebra A. As 
suggested earlier, we can view A as embedded in Cb(G, A) by sending a E A to the 
function x ~ ax(a). We can then apply our earlier discussion to this subalgebra. 
However, for our later discussion of morphisms we need a slight generalization of this 
situation. The action a extends to an action, still denoted by a, on M(A), which need 
not be strongly continuous. If we view M(A) as included in A" [Pe2], this action is just 
the restriction of that on A" used in section 1. We let M(A)e denote the "a-essential" 
part of M(A) for this action, that is, the C*-subalgebra of elements on which a is 
strongly continuous. Then we can extend p~ to M(A)e by the same formula as before. 
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4.1 Def in i t ion.  We say that n E (M(A)e) + is a-proper if there exists an ',n E M(A) 
such that the net {p~(n)}~ converges strictly to m, where now 
(~) = fc ;~(~)~ (~)d~. p~ 
We denote the hereditary cone of a-proper positive elements by 7 5+ (notice that Lemma 
2.7 applies here), and the corresponding strict C*-weight from M(A) towards itself by 
¢~. We let 7 )+ = 7 5+ A A, a hereditary cone in A. We have the corresponding left 
ideals Q~ and Q~ and .-subalgebra 75~ and 7)~, and we let ~)~ be the restriction of 
We remark that, in contrast o [Qg, QR], our restriction to the c~-essential part of 
M(A) is required in order for pA to be defined by an ordinary integral. For example, 
when A = C~(R) and (~ is the action of R by translation, M(A)e consists of the 
uniformly continuous bounded functions. But there exist functions in CD(~) N L1 (R) 
which are not uniformly continuous. For such a function 9 our definition of p~ (9) will 
not make sense as it stands. But x ~ w(c~(9)) will be integrable for every finite 
measure w. One can develop a more complicated efinition of pA to handle this kind 
of situation, but so far I have not seen a need for this. 
We now give an example to show that even for the case of a proper action of G on a 
space M, there can be many positive ~-integrable elements in Coo (M) which are not 
a-proper. 
4.2 Example .  Let M = R, let G = 4Z and let c~ be the action of G on M by 
translation. This is a proper action. Let 9n be the function on [0, 1] defined by 
nt for O < t < l /n  
g~ (t) = 1 otherwise. 
Note that the sequence {g~} increases to X(0,1], the characteristic function of (0, 1]. 
n Let hx = 91, and for n _> 2 let h~ = 9~ - gn-1. Thus 9~ = Y'~j=lhj" It is easily 
seen that IIh-II~ = 1/n. Let k~ be the reflection of h~ about t = 1, extended to be 
n 0 outside [0, 2]. Then k~ E C~(R), IIk~ll~ = l /n,  and }--~j=l/~J converges up to X(0.z). 
Let L~ be translation by 4n. Set 
f=-ELnkn ,  
where we note that theconvergenee is uniform. Since Ilknll~ = 1/n, it follows that 
f E C~(]~). Then it is easily seen that f is a-integrable. But if we identify M/a  with 
the fundamental domain [0, 4), then it is easily seen that Y'~xeG ax(f )  is X(0,2), which 
is not in M(A). 
We remark that a related example appears as example 2.4 of [FMT]. 
We now have the corresponding version of Theorem 3.4. It relates our situation to 
definition 3.4 of [Qg] and section 1 of [QR]. 
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4.3 Theorem.  Let n E (M(A)~)+. Then ~ E )5+ if and only if there is an m E 
M(A)  + such that for every positive w E A', viewed also as a linear functional o~ 
M(A) ,  the function x ~ w(c~x(n)) is integrable on G and 
f f  w(ax(n))dx = w(m). 
Pro@ Suppose that n E )5+ and w E A'. It fi)llows from Proposition 1.8 and the com- 
ments made just before Definition 2.8 that x ~ w(ax(a)) is integrable, with integral 
Suppose conversely that x ~-* ~(ax(n))  is integrable for all positive w E A ~, and 
that there is an m E M(A)  + such that f~(ax(n) )dx  = w(m) for all w. Much as in the 
proof of Proposition 1.8, the net {w(pa(n))} converges to w(m) as A ranges through 
B. From Proposition 2.6 it follows that p~(n) converges to rn strictly. Thus n E )5+ 
as desired. [] 
Exel [El, E2] defines a E A to be c~-integrable if for all b E B the functions 
x H bax(a) and x ~ ax(a)b are unconditionally integrable (meaning that the net 
{rE bax (a)dx} for E ranging over precompact subsets of G is norm Cauchy, and simi- 
larly for b on the other side). The integrals, as b ranges over A, then define an element 
of M(A) .  For general a E A it is not clear to me whether this implies that a E P~. 
But for positive elements we have: 
4.4 P ropos i t ion .  Let a C A +. Then a is a-integrable in Exel's sense iff a E P+. 
Proof. Suppose that a is a-integrable in Exel's sense. Exel points out (before 6.2 of 
[El]) that a is then integrable in the sense used in Olesen and Pedersen discussed 
above (though they only consider positive elements). So if a E A + then we can apply 
Theorem 4.3 to conclude that a E P+. 
Conversely, if a E P+ then for every b E A the net {bpa (a) : A E B} is norm Cauchy 
by definition, and similarly for b on the other side. The subnet obtained by restricting 
the f ' s  to be characteristic functions of precompact subsets of G is clearly cofinal, so 
this subnet too is Cauchy. Similarly for b on the other side. Thus a is a-integrable in 
Exel's sense. [] 
We remark that it follows by linearity that any element of P~ is a-integrable in 
Exel's sense. 
We tentatively make the following definition, which is the main one of this paper. 
The reason that this definition is tentative will be explained in section 6. 
4.5 Def in i t ion.  The action a of G on A is proper if P~ is dense in A. 
We will see later in Proposition 6.8 that every action a has a canonical proper part, 
namely its restriction to the closure of P~. 
We show now that all of the examples uccessfully treated by the definition of [Rf7] 
are examples of proper actions in the sense of Definition 4.5, (See [Rf8] and [M] for 
further such examples in addition to those ah'eady described in [Rf7].) This already 
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gives a substantial supply of interesting examples. The main theorem of [El] provides 
yet a further class of examples, associated to C*-algebraie bundles over locally compact 
Abelian groups, to which Definition 4.5 applies. 
4.6 P ropos i t ion .  If the action c~ of G oT~ ,4 is proper in the sense of definition 1.2 
of [Rf7], then it is proper in the sense of D<finition 4.5 above. 
Proof. We recall that if a is proper in the sense of definition 1.2 of [RfT], then there 
is a dense , -subalgebra Ao of A such that if (,, b E Ao then the function x ~ aax (b) is 
integrable on G, and for a, b E Ao there is an m E M(A) ~ such that for every c E Ao 
we have 
/ cc~x(a*b)dx = cm. 
(There is more to the definition, but this suffices for our present purposes.) 
We claim that Ao C_ Q~, so that Ao 2 C_ 7)~. Since A0 2 (linear span of products) is 
dense in A because A0 is, it will follow that c~ is proper in the sense of Definition 4.5. 
So suppose that a E Ao. By hypothesis there is an m E M(A) '~ such that 
/ cc~x(a*a)dx = cm 
for every c E Ao. For a given c E A0 the function x ~ c~x(a*a) is by assumption 
integrable on G, and so we can find an increasing sequence {A~} in B(G) such that 
{An(x)cax(a*a)} converges pointwise to cc~a:(a*a). By the Lebesgue dominated con- 
vergence theorem, cf )~ (x)az (a* a)dx converges in norm to cm. Then cpa~ (a* a)c* in- 
creases up to cmc* in norm. Thus m _> 0 since Ao is dense. Furthermore cpa= (a*a)c* < 
cmc* for all c E Ao, and it follows that px,, (a'a) <_ m. Since our sequence {An} can 
include any given element of B, it follows that pa(a*a) <_ m for all A E B, so that a*a 
is a- integrable. 
Finally, it is easily seen that the collection of c's in A for which cp;~(a*a)c* converges 
to cmc* is norm closed. But it contains Ao, and thus it is all of A. Hence, the net 
{pa(a*a)} converges up to m in the weak-strict topology. But we saw in Proposit ion 
2.4 that this implies that p)~(a*a) converges trictly to m. [] 
We now want to show that if A is commutative, then our definition of proper action 
on A captures the usual notion of proper action on a space. This is a somewhat subtle 
matter,  as seen by examining Example 1.18. In fact, already Green's original example 
[G] will do - -  he was concerned with closely related matters. His example is the case 
of Example 1.18 in which {L~} is the constant sequence L~ = 1. In this case c~ is an 
integrable action. But for f as constructed in Example 1.18 we have 
{ 1 on (9. 
at ( f )d t= 2 on O7, forn_> 1, 
which is not continuous on M/a.  Thus a is not proper as an action on Ca(M),  much 
as Green [G] showed that a is not proper as an action on M. (As Green suggests 
there [G], the study of the transformation group C*-algebras for actions of the kind 
described in Example 1.18 might be of some interest.) 
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4.7 Theorem.  Let a be an action of a locally compact group G on a locally compact 
space M, and so on A = C~(M).  Then a as action on A is proper in the sense of 
Definition 4.5 if and only if a as an action on M is proper. 
Proof. If a on M is proper, then from the discussion at the beginning of Section 2 
it follows that Co(M) consists of a-proper elements, so that a on C~(M) is proper. 
Equivalently, definition 1.2 of [Rf7] applies, so we can invoke Proposit ion 4.6. 
Suppose, conversely, that a is proper as action on A. We show that then a is 
proper as action on M. We can assume that the a-orbits  in M are closed, and that 
the stabil ity subgroups are compact, for otherwise a on A is not even integrable, by 
Proposit ion 1.17. Since 7)a is assumed ense, and is an ideal in this commutative case, 
it contains C~:(M). 
Let us show first that M/a  is Hausdorff. As mentioned in section 1, this does 
not follow from integrabil ity of a. Let m, n C M and suppose they are in different 
a-orbits.  Since the orbit aa(n)  is closed, we can find f E Cc(M) + such that f(rn) > 0 
while f (aa(n) )  = 0. Since f E P~, F = fax ( f )dx  exists and is continuous. Clearly 
F(m) > 0 while F(n) = 0. Thus F is a continuous function on M/c~ which separates 
m and n. Since m and n are arbitrary, it follows that M/a  is Hausdorff. So we assume 
from now on that M/a  is Hausdorff. 
Suppose now that a on M is not proper. It is easily seen from the definition that 
there is then a compact subset, K,  of M such that {x E G : ax(K) ~ K = ~} is 
not precompact. Thus we can choose a net {k,} of etements of K and a net {x,} of 
elements of G such that ax , (k , )  E K for each #, but the net {x,} is not preeompaet. 
By the compactness of K x K we can find a subnet {(z, ,  k~)} of the net { (x~, k~)} such 
that k. ~ ko and ax,  (ku) --* k~ for points k0 and k~ of K. Since M/a  is Hausdorff, it 
follows that k0 and k~ are in the same c~-orbit, so there is a y E G with k~ = C~y(ko). 
If we replace each x,  by (y-Ix,,)-1, we find that a~,;~(k~) --* k0. 
Choose f E C~(M) + such that f f(ay-~ (ko))dy = 1. Since the orbit of ko is closed, 
it meets the support of f in a compact set. Since the stabil ity subgroup of k0 is 
compact, we can find a compact subset C of G such that 
(k0))dy ; £ (k0))d  = 1 
Let )C denote the characteristic function of C, so X E B. Then 
(Px(f))(k°) =/c  f(ay-, (ko))dy = 1. 
Now Px(f)  is continuous, and so (px(f))(k~,) -* 1 and (px(f))(a~2~ (k,~) ~ 1. But 
(Px(f))(c~;'(k~)) =/c  f(o~(~,y)-,(k,))dy = f~ f(ay-,(k,))dy. 
~c 
Since the net {x,} is not precompact, it is not eventually contained in CC -1. So we 
can find a subnet, which we still denote by {x,}, such that x, ¢ CC -1 for all ~. Then 
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C and x , ( '  are disjoint for each u, so 
which conv(,rges to 1 + 1 = 2. Thus 
liminf/f(ay-~ (k,))dy > 2. 
Since f f((~-~ (ko))dy = 1, we see that f C~y(f)dy is not continuous on M, so a as 
action on ,4 is not proper, a contradiction. [] 
We con(:lude this section by showing that the C*-weights in the present context 
have slightly better continuity properties than we encountered earlier. We first need: 
4.8 Propos i t ion .  Let a be an action of G on A, and let ~ E B. For any bounded 
approximate identity {ev} for A, the net {p;~(eu)} converges trictly in M(A) to 
(f  (x)dx)l. 
Proof. We first remark that if h is a continuous function from a compact space K 
to A, then for any e > 0 there is a uo such that ]]h(x) - e,h(x)] I < s for all x E K 
and all u > u0. The same is true for e~ on the right of h(x). This follows by using 
the compactness of K to approximate h by a finite sum ~ (fljh(xj) where {pj} is a 
suitable partit ion of unity on K.  Now let K denote the (compact) support of f .  Let 
> 0 and c E A be given. Then 
= / - 
When we apply the above remark to the function x ~-~ ax- l (c ) ,  we see that we can 
find u0 such that 
Ilcp (e.) - c(J  (x)dx)ll < for. > . o  
Taking adjoints, we obtain the corresponding result for c on the other side. [] 
4.9 Def in i t ion .  A completely positive map p from B to A is said to be non-degenerate 
if for some bounded approximate identity {e~} for B the net {p(e~)} converges strictly 
to r l  E M(A) for some r E R +. 
This is just the definition at the top of page 49 of [La] except hat we do not require 
that ]lpll = 1. Because we here require that p be completely positive, we can apply 
some of the results in [La]. In particular, by Lemma 5.3 of [La] we will have r = IlplI. 
Notice now that Proposit ion 4.8 states that each p~ is non-degenerate, for A E B. 
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4.10 Def init ion.  We will say that a strict C*-weight ~ from B toward A is non- 
degenerate if there is an increasing net P = {px} of completely positive maps from B 
to A as in Definition 2.8 such that eventually each pa is non-degenerate. 
According to Corollary 5.7 of [La], if p is non-degenerate, then p extends uniquely 
to a completely positive map/5 from M(B) to M(A) such that tS(1.~t(B)) = IIPII1M(A), 
and/5 is strictly continuous on bounded subsets of M(B). This makes possible the 
following strengthening of the lower semi-continuity property stated in Proposition 
2.9, when ~ is non-degenerate. 
4.11 Propos i t ion .  (Compare with 3.5 of [Ku].) Let ~ be a strict C*-weight from B 
toward A, and assume that ¢ is (completely positive and) non-degermrate. Let b E P+, 
and let {bu} be a net in B + which converges trictly to b and is such that b~, <_ b for 
each p. Then the net {¢(b,)} converges trictly to ¢(b). 
Proof. The proof is the same as that for Proposition 2.9 except that now we use the 
strict continuity of p~ in order to choose po such that for # >_ #0 
Ilapx(b)a* - apx(bu)a* ]l < e/2. 
[] 
5. ~nctor ia l i ty ,  and  C*-a lgebras  proper  over a space. 
In considering functoriality it is useful for us to treat "morphisms" [La, Wr]. Let A 
and B be C*-algebras. A morphism from B to A is a homomorphism 0 from B to 
M(A) which is non-degenerate in the sense that O(B)A is dense in A. Then 0 extends 
uniquely to a homomorphism, 0 from M(B) to M(A), which is strictly continuous 
on bounded sets [La]. If a and 3 are actions of G on A and B, then we say that 0 is 
equivariant if
= 
for all x E G and b E B, where here a has been extended to M(A). The extension of 0 
to M(B) is then seen to be equivariant in the usual sense. The following proposition 
is basically proposition 1.4 of [QR] once Theorem 2.6 above is taken into account. 
5.1 P ropos i t ion .  With (~, /3 and 8 as above, we have 0(73~) C_ 7)~, and 
5. (0 (n) )  = 0(5" (n ) )  
for all n E 75~. 
Proof. It is easily seen that O(M(B)e) C M(A)e. Let n C 753. By definition the 
net {p~(n)} is bounded and converges to ¢~(n) strictly. Thus {0(p~(n))} converges 
strictly to 0 (~(n) ) .  But O(p~ (n) ) = p~ (O(n) ). [] 
The next lemma should be compared carefully with the definition of hereditary 
(non-closed) subalgebras in VII.4.1 of [FD]. 
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5.2 Lemma. Let ~ be any hereditary *-subalgebra, possibly not closed, of a C~-algebra 
C. Then TICH C 7-l. Let D be the closure (7-ICTI)-, where ~ICT-t means linear span. 
Then ~-tC~t M C + is dense in D +. Furthermore, the closure, ~,  of ~ in C is a 
hereditary C*-subalgebra of C. 
Proof. Here, in contrast to [FD], by "hereditary" we mean that 7-( is the linear span of 
its positive part ~/+, and that ~+ is a hereditary cone in C in the sense we used earlier. 
Let c E C + and h E 7-/. Then h*ch <_ Iicllh*h, so that h*ch E 7-/. By linearity it follows 
that this is true for any c E C. By polarization it then follows that if hi, h2 E 7-/ and 
c E C, then hlch2 E ~. 
Now suppose that d E D +. By considering an approximate identity for D, and 
approximating its elements by elements of ~/C~-/, we can approximate d by elements 
of form b*db where b E 7-/C~/. But then b*db E (~C~)  N C +. 
Finally, it is clear that ~-/C~ C_ ~. But as indicated in VII.4.1 of [FD] this does 
imply that ~ is hereditary in our sense, since ~ is closed. [] 
It is easily seen that if there is an equivariant map from a G-space Y to a G-space 
Z and if the action on Z is proper, then the action on Y must be proper. We have the 
following generalization to the non-commutative case: 
5.3 Theorem. Let ~ and ~ be actions of G on C~-algebras A and B, and suppose 
that ~ is proper. If there is an equivariant morphism from B to A, then (~ is proper. 
Pwof. Let 0 be an equivariant m0rphism f~om B to A. Since 0 is non-degenerate, 
O(B)AO(B) is dense in A. Since ~ is proper, PZ is dense in B, and so O(P~)AO(PZ) 
is dense in A. But 0(7)~) C_ P~ by Proposition 5.1. Thus ~5~A75~ is dense in A. But 
~5 is a hereditary *-subalgebra in M(A) by Key Lemma 2.7. Thus ~5~A~5~ c 75~ by 
Lemma 5.2. Since Pa = 755 N A, it follows that 7)~ is dense in A. [] 
5.4 Corol lary. Let c~ be a proper action of G on a C*-algebra A, and let I be an 
a-invariant ideal in A, so that ~ drops to an action, (~, on A/ I .  Then (~ is proper. 
5.5 Proposi t ion.  For (~, A and i as just above, the action defined by ~ on I is 
proper. 
Proof. Since P~ is dense in A, the linear span P~IP~ must be dense in I. But it is 
contained in 7)~ by Lemma 5.2. Thus 7)~ M I is dense in I. In fact, from Lemma 5.2 
we see that P~ N I + is dense in I +. Each element of M(A) determines an element of 
M(I)  in the evident way. Let c E P~ n I  +, and let ¢~(c) also denote the corresponding 
element of M(I).  It is easily seen that {p~(c)} converges strictly to ~(c )  in M(I). 
[] 
An increasingly important way of getting aspects of properness to bear on an action 
of a group on a C*-algebra is to have an equivariant morphism from a commutative 
C*-a:lgebra with proper acti0i~, whS~e i~age is c~nti~al. This te~hfii~iue s ems to have 
been first introduced by Kasparov, in section 3 of [Ks]. For more recent occurences see 
[GHT] and the references therein. Such a morphism is a special case of the situation 
of Theorem 5.3, so that we immediately obtain: 
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5.6 Corol lary. Let a be an action of G on a C*-algebra A. Let/3 be a proper action of 
G on a locally compact space Z, and so on C~ (Z). If there is an equivariant morphism 
from Cox(Z) to A whose image is contained in the center of M(A) ,  then a is proper. 
The deficiency of this corollary is that, as we discuss in the next section, we have not 
seen how to establish strong Morita equivalence between the generalized fixed-point 
algebra and an ideal in the crosse.d product in the general situation of our present 
definition of properness. Howew~r, we now show that, even in the absence of the 
requirement that the image of the morphism be central, the situation of Corollary 
5.6 falls within the perview of definition 1.2 of [RfT], where we were able to establish 
this Morita equivalence. The fact that centrality is not needed seems to be a new 
observation. Our proof can be viewed as a variation of the proof of theorem 3.13 of 
[Ks], with some ingredients also fi'om [Qg]. We will not include discussion of the fact 
that if the action on Z is also free, then the strong Morita equivalence is with the 
whole crossed product, but see the discussion of "saturation" in [RfT]. 
5.7 Theorem. Let ~ be an action, of G on a C*-algebra A. Let/3 be a proper action 
of G on a locally compact space Z, and so on Coo(Z), and let 0 be an equivariant 
morphism from Cc¢(Z) to A. Let Ao denote the linear span of (O(Cc(Z))A(O(Ce(Z)), 
which is a dense .-subalgebra of A. Then Ao satisfies the conditions of definition 1.2 
of [RfT], so that c~ is proper in the sense of that definition. Thus the generalized fixed- 
point algebra (in the sense of [Rf7]) is strongly Morita equivalent o an ideal in the 
reduced crossed product algebra. 
Proof. For notational simplicity we sometimes omit 0 below, and confuse/3 with a. 
Let a, b E A and f ,g  6 Co(Z), and consider the function 
x ~ (af)c~z (gb) = a(f/3z (g))ax(b). 
Since/3 is proper, this function has compact support. From this it is easily seen that 
if a, b E A0, then the function x H aax(b) has compact support, and so is in LI(G, A), 
as will be its product with A -1/2. This says exactly that condition 1 of definition 1.2 
of [RfT] is satisfied. 
We turn now to condition 2. By essentially the same argument as in the proof of 
Theorem 5.3, using the fact that Co(Z) C_ 7:'~, we find that A0 _C P~. For the element 
(a, b>D of M(A)  a which is required by condition 2 for any a, b E A0 we take ¢~(a*b). 
(See Proposition 1.12 for the ct-invariance.) Then for c E A0 we have 
c<a, b)D = lim / A(x)cctx (a*b)dx. 
But as seen above, x ~ cct~(a*b) has compact support, and so the net of integrals is 
eventually constant, and has limit 
/ ca~(a*b)dx, 
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as required by condition 2. Now condition 2 also requires that c(a, b)D be again in 
A0 for a,b,c E A0, that is, that (a,b}D E M(Ao) ~ in the notation of [Rf7]. It is 
easily seen that it suffices to show that if a, b E A and if f l ,  f2,gl, g2 E Cc(Z), then 
flaf2~a(glbg2) E Ao. But by the argument from the proof of condition 1 above we 
see that this element is given by 
f l  / a(f2~x (gl))(~x (b)~x (g2)dx. 
Let K denote the support of the integrand, which is compact. Let S denote the support 
of .q2, and let L = c~:(S). Choose h E C~(Z) such that h - 1 on L. Then for x E K 
we have c~ (g2) = ax (g2)h. Consequently the above expression can be rewritten as 
f l  (/a(f2o~x (gl))(~x (b)c~ (g2)dx)h, 
which is manifestly in Ao. [] 
It is not clear to me how Thomsen's definition of a K-proper action, given in 9.1 of 
[T], relates to our present considerations, though it has some relation to [GHT]. 
6. St rong Mor i ta  equivalence. 
In this section we will discuss what one might take as the "generalized fixed-point 
algebra" for a proper action. Our guiding principle will be that this generalized fixed- 
point algebra should be strongly Morita equivalent [Rf2, Rf4, Rf5] to at least an ideal 
in the crossed product algebra, much as happens in [RfT]. (In the case of commutative 
A = Ca(X)  we know [Rf7] that it will be strongly Morita equivalent to the entire 
reduced crossed product algebra exactly if the action on X is free.) The outcome of 
our discussion will be far from satisfactory. In particular, Exel [E2] has shown that 
the candidate for "generalized fixed-point algebra" which I had suggested in the first 
version of this paper is often too big. (See our discussion following Theorem 8.5.) In 
fact, Exel [E2] has shown that the situation is fairly subtle, and the question of how 
best to define the generalized fixed=point algebra remains unresolved. 
We let M(A) ~ denote the subalgebra of elements in M(A) which are fixed by a. 
From Proposition 1.12 we immediately obtain: 
6.1 Propos i t ion.  The range of Ca is contained in M(A) ~. 
By viewing elements of M(A) ~ as constant functions on G and applying Proposition 
3.1 we obtain: 
6.2 Propos i t ion.  Let a E Pa and let m E M(A) ~. Then ma and am are in P~, and 
¢c~ (ma) = rn¢c~ (a), ¢~ (a.~) = ~ (~).~ 
If a C Q~ then am E Qa. 
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We note that this proposition implies that the range of ~,!, is an ideal in M(A)  a (and 
clearly a *-ideal). 
It is clear from Proposition 3.1 that 50~ and Q~ are right M(A)a-modules. Then 
<,,~ is almost a generalized conditional expectation from 50~, as defined in definition 
4.12 of [Rf2]. The only property which is not clear is the ga-density of ; °2 in T'a as 
defined in property 5 of definition 4.12 of [Rf2]. I do not know how often it holds. 
(The relative boundedness of property 4 of the definition follows from the fact that 
for b C 50~ the map a ~ Ca(b*ab) is defined on all of A and is positive, and so is 
bounded.) 
We remark that the KSGNS construction of [Ku] can, of course, be carried out 
in our special case. Because of the above conditional expectation property of Ca, 
the KSGNS construction for ¢~ is in this case essentially the "induction in stages" 
construction of theorem 6.9 of [Rf2], applied to Q~ as left-A right-Hilbert-M(A) ~- 
module using ~b~, and A as left-M(A) ~ right-Hilbert-A-module in the canonical way. 
By 3.7 of [KuJ the construction gives a non-degenerate representation f A. The proof 
of non-degeneracy basically uses Proposition 2.12 above. 
It is at first sight not entirely clear what one should take as the "generalized fixed- 
point algebra". Our guiding principle will be our desire, just expressed above, that it 
be strongly Morita equivalent to at least an ideal in the crossed product algebra. One 
possibility is to take the generalized fixed-point algebra to be the closure of the range 
of ~b~. We now give an example to show that already when A is commutative this does 
not accord with our guiding principle. 
6.3 Example.  Let G, A and ~ be as in Example 2.10. Then it is easily seen that 
A × a G is isomorphic to the C*-direct-sum of a countable number of compact operator 
algebras. Its primitive ideal space is thus a countable discrete set, and so it cannot be 
strongly Morita equivalent to a unital C*-algebra, since strongly Morita C*-algebras 
have homeomorphic primitive ideal spaces (corollary 3.3 of [Rf3]). But let g be as in 
Example 2.10. It is seen there that ¢(g) = 1. So the closure of the range of ,b is 
a unital C*-algebra, and thus cannot be strongly Morita equivalent to A x~ G. Of 
course the difficulty is that in this case we want the generalized fixed-point algebra to 
be contained in Coo(N). 
To try to remedy the situation we consider a slightly subtler definition. Since 
P~ = Q~Q~, we can define an M(A)~-valued inner-product ( , )D, on Q~ by 
(a, = ¢(a*b) .  
By Proposition 3.1 this behaves correctly for the right action of M(A) ~. But since 
P~ = Q~Q~, the span of the range of this inner-product is just the range of ¢~, and so 
by the above example this span will not be appropriate as the generalized fixed-point 
algebra. So instead, we consider the restriction of this inner-product to P~ C Q~. 
Exel's example [E2] shows that this is in general still too big. (See the discussion after 
Theorem 8.5 below. ) But we examine it here. That is, we set: . . . . .  
6.4 Definit ion. Let a be an action of G on A. The big generalized fixed-point algebra 
of c~ is the norm closure of the linear span of the elements of M(A) a of the form 
(a, b)D = Ca(a'b) 
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for a, b E P,,. We will denote it by Da. 
This accords with the definition given in [RfT], as well as with definition 1.5 of [QR]. 
It is clear from Proposition 6.2 that Da is an ideal in M(A) ~. We remark that just 
for the purpose of stating this definition we do not need to assume that a is proper. 
We now proceed to show that at least when A is commutative this definition provides 
a generalized fixed-point algebra where we want it. 
6.5 P ropos i t ion .  Let a be a proper action of G on a commutative C*-algebra A = 
Coo(M). Let M/a  be the orbit space, with its quotient locally compact Hausdorff 
topology. For f, 9 E "Pc~ we have 
Ca(fg) E Coo(M/a). 
Proof. Of course ~b~(fg) E Cb(X/a). The only issue is the vanishing at infinity. Let 
c >_ 0 be given. We can find compact K C_ M such that If(m)l <_ c for m ~ K. The 
image, /~', of K in M/a  is compact. Let m E M with 7h ~ /~'. View evaluation at 
m as a state of A, so that we can apply Theorem 3.4. Then x ~ ( fg) (a ; l (m))  is 
integrable on G, and 
That is, I(f, g}D(~h)l <-- ~HCa(g)ll~ for m ~/ ( ,  as desired. [] 
We now turn to the question of strong Morita equivalence. It is natural in view of 
[Rf7] to take Pa (suitably completed) as the equivalence bimodule. We know that it is a 
right D~-module. We restrict o Pa the inner-product defined above on Q~. It then has 
values in Da by definition. We consider the corresponding norm Ilall~ = II (a, a)D II ½" 
Then the completion, 75a, for this norm is a right Hilbert Da-module [La], which is full 
in the sense that the span of the range of the inner-product is dense in Da (because 
we defined Da that way). 
Thus we have the corresponding algebra, B(~ha). of bounded (adjointable) operators 
on 75a, and its ideal E of "compact" operators on Pa [Rf2, La] generated by the "rank- 
one" operators (a, b}E defined by 
(a,b)Ec = a(b, C)D . 
Always E is strongly Morita equivalent to Da [Rf2]. What we need to do is to relate E 
to the (reduced) crossed product algebra A ×r  G. So we examine the extent to which 
A x ~, G acts on 7)~. We begin by considering the action of G. 
For each x E G we define an operator, Ux, on "P~ by the same formula as in Notation 
1.15. That this operator carries :Pa into itself follows from the following more general 
fact: 
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6.6 P ropos i t ion .  Let # be a finite measure of compact support on G. For any a E P~ 
define Uua by 
UI~a =/c  U~a dp(x) 
in tewns of the C*-norm of A. Then Uua E 7)~, and 
= (f  
Proof. It suffices to prove this for the case in which # is positive and a E 7 )+. Now for 
E B we have 
p~(U~a) = / )~(x)c~x( f A(y)½ay(a) d#(y))dx 
= / A(y)½ / ~(x)~xy(a)dx d#(y) 
= //k(y)½ / .~(xy-1)O~x(a)A(y-1)dx d#(y) 
f f 1 1 : / ( /A (xy -  dp(y))ax(a)dx . 
Denote the inner integral by A * #. It is in C+(G),  and we can rewrite the above as 
p~(U~,a) = p(~.t~)(a). If we scale # so that A(y)-½dp(y) is a probabil i ty measure, 
then/~ • # E B. Furthermore, the collection of such A • #'s is cofinal in B, since given 
A1 E B we can choose A such that it has value 1 on (support(A1))(support(#)) - I ,  so 
that A .  # has value 1 on support(A1). Consequently p~(U~a) must converge strictly 
to ¢(a). Then in view of how we scaled #, we obtain the desired conclusion. [] 
Note that if # does not have compact support,  f A(y)-½ dp(y) may not be finite. 
6.7 Coro l la ry .  The action a carries 7)a into itself. 
Let me remark that I do not know whether U~ carries Qa into itself in general. 
We can now clarify a remark made after Definition 4.5. 
6.8 P ropos i t ion .  Let "]5 denote the norm closure of'Pa in A. Then 73a is a heredi- 
tary C*-subalgebra of A which is carried into itself by a, and on which the action a is 
proper. 
Proof. Denote 75~ by B. It is clear that B is a C*-subalgebra of A, which from 
Corollary 6.7 is carried into itself by a. Since P~ is hereditary, it foltows from Lemma 
5.2 that B is hereditary. 
We now show that the action a on B is proper. For clarity of argument we denote 
this restricted action by/~. Let a C P+. It suffices to show that then a E P~-. Since 
a E P+,  there is an m E M(A) + such that the net {p~(a)} converges trictly to m. 
It is easily seen that p~(a) E B for each A, since a E B. For c E B the net {cp~(a)} 
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is in B and converges in norm to cm. Thus cm E B. Similarly mc E B. That is. m 
normalizes B, and so determines an element, say n, of M(B). The above steps then 
show that {p~(a)} converges strictly for B to n. Thus a E 7~ - as desired. [] 
We remark that the ~bove proposition does not adequately capture the notion of 
the wandering subset of an action on an ordinary space. For example, let M be the 
one-point compaetifieation f R, with action c~ of G = R by translation, leaving the 
point at infinity fixed. The wandering subset is IR, on which the action is proper. 
But if we set A = C(M) with corresponding action c~, then it is easily checked that 
po = {o}. 
Since 0~ is the restriction to 79~ of the ¢~ of section 1, it follows as in Notation 
1.15 that Uz is "unitary" for tile D~-valued inner product on 75a. 
However, we also need the representation x ~ Ux of G on 75~ to be strongly 
continuous for the norm II ]l~ on 73~. I have not succeeded in showing that this holds 
in general, though it can be shown to hold in many examples. This kind of question is 
known to be difficult even in the case of ordinary weights (in contrast o traces). See 
lemma 3.1 of [QV] for a fairly restrictive hypotheses, "regularity" (also discussed in 
[Ku]), under which one can prove this strong continuity for weights. 
It is natural to expect that U is strongly continuous on vectors of the form Uga 
where a E P~ and g E Co(G) and where we view g as the measure p = g(x)dx. We 
now show that this is the case. But this then reduces our question to: 
6.9 Question.. With notation as above, is the linear span of the elements of 79~ of 
the form Uga for a E P~ and g E Cc(G), dense in P~ for the norm from the D~-valued 
inner product? 
6.10 Lemma.  Let # be any finite complex measure of compact support on G and let 
a, b E 79~. Then 
II( b, gua}Dtl <- 4[l~(b*b)ll II¢~(a*a)ll Ilplll , 
where I1,111 denotes the total variation norm o f , .  
Proof. Let )~ E B. Then by Proposition 3.3 and the "unitarity" of U 
IIpx(b*g~a)ll <_ 41l¢~(b*b)l I II¢~(a*a)ll • 
Consequently 
Ilpa(b*g,a)ll < 4ll¢~(b*b)ll Ilea(a*a)ll I]#lll • 
But p~(b*U~a) converges strictly to (b, Ut, a)D. The desired inequality follows. [] 
6.11 Propos i t ion .  Suppose that a E Pa is of the form Ug(d) for d E Pa and g E 
Co(G). Then the function x ~ Uxa is continuous for the norm on Pa coming from 
the De-valued inner product defined by ~.  
Proof. Since Ug (d) is defined in terms of the norm of A, a standard calculation shows 
that U~(Ugd ) = UL~g(d) where L~ is the usual left translation on function on G. 
Consequently for any b C P~, 
H(b, Uxa)D -- (b, a}DlI = II(b, U~a - a}Dtl 
= It(b, U(L.g_g)d)D]] < 4]]~b(b*b)[] I]~b(d*d)tlllLzg - gill • 
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But it is a standard fact that L is strongly continuous on LI(G). From this the above 
inequality shows that U is "weakly continuous". The "strong continuity" then follows 
in the usual way from the fact that U is "unitary". That is, 
IIU~ - af l~ = l l{U~a - a,  U~a - a)DI I  
= H(a,a}D -- (Uxa, a}D -- {a, Uxa)D + (a,a)DII 
= 211(~ - u~,  a)z) l l  
[] 
As our equivalence bimodule we should surely take the part of 7)~ on which U is 
strongly continuous for the norm from Ca, which the above proposition makes clear 
is still dense in A if a is proper. But since I have not seen how to overcome the main 
obstacle, which we will discuss shortly, I will avoid the added notational complexity 
this would require in view of the lack of an answer to Question 6.8. We will just 
continue to deal with P~ itself. Note also that if G is discrete the issue of strong 
continuity does not arise. 
We now turn to the action of A. The left action, L, of P~ on itself commutes with 
the right action of Da. Let b E Qa. Since Qa is a left ideal in A, the positive linear 
functional a ~ Ca(b*ab) is defined on all of A, and so is continuous (lemma 6.1 of 
[La]). Thus there is a constant, K, such that 
[I¢o(b*a*ab)ll < KHall 2 , 
and this remains true when a and b are restricted to be in P~. Then this says that 
II{nab, nab)DII <_ Kllall 2 , 
so that the *-homomorphism L of 7)~ into B(75~) is continuous, hence of norm 1. We 
have thus obtained: 
6.12 Propos i t ion .  For a E ~ the opeTutor La on 7)~ is a bounded operator for the 
Dc~-valued inner product, and in fact IIL~II < ]Jail. Thus La extends to a continuous 
*-homomorphism from the closure in A of 7)~ into B(qfia). 
However, in general I do not see why the representation L on 75~ need be non- 
degenerate, i.e. why Lp,  (75~) need be dense in ;5  for the norm from Ca, although 
again this can be shown to be true for many examples. This question is closely related 
to the question mentioned in the comments following Proposition 6.2. 
On the other hand, U and L do satisfy the usual covariance relation. For a, b E :P~ 
and x E G we have 
so that 
Ux(Lab) 1 : A(x)~ax(ab) = L~,~(a)Ux b, 
UxLa : L~(a)Ux 
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Thus if U is strongly continuous (for example if G is discrete) and if the representation 
L of A is non-degenerate, hen by the usual universal property [Pe2] we obtain a non- 
degenerate ,-representation f the crossed product algebra A × a G on 75. We will not 
repeat here the discussion from [Rf6] which indicates that we should actually obtain 
a representation f the reduced crossed product algebra, since we have more serious 
difficulties. Namely, we need to know that the algebra E of compact operators, which 
is strongly Morita equivalent to Da, is contained in (the image of) the crossed product 
algebra. For this it suffices to show that whenever a, b E P~ then (a,b)E, defined 
above, is in A xa G. Now at least symbolically, for c C Pa, 
f f , 1 (a,b}Ec = a(b,c)D = aa~(b*)az(c)dx = aax(b )A(x)-~U~(c)dx. 
So we want the function x ~ aa~(b)A(x)-½ to be the kernel-function for an operator 
which lies in A ×a G. In [RfT] this was achieved simply by assuming that this kernel- 
function is in L I(G, A) for a and b in a dense subalgebra, much as discussed in Theorem 
5.7 above. But under our present more general hypotheses one can find examples where 
a, b E Pa but the above kernel-function is not in L ~ (G, A). This does not mean that 
such a kernel-function could not still represent an element of A × a G. But Exel [E2] 
has shown that in general it does not. In fact, for the case in which G is Abelian he 
gives necessary and sufficient conditions for this to happen. We refer the reader to the 
very interesting "relative continuity" condition which he shows must hold, and to his 
discussion of the difficulty of finding a big subspace of mutually relatively continuous 
elements. 
7. Square- Integrab le  Representat ions .  
In this section we study the special case in which the algebra A is the algebra K of 
compact operators. Then M(K)  = K ~, which very much simplifies matters. (For 
certain considerations a more general setting would involve C*-algebras A such that 
M(A) is monotone complete [Pe].) The strict topology on M(K) coincides with the 
ultra-strong-* operator topology (p. 76 of [La D. Every bounded increasing net of 
self-adjoint elements in M(K) converges in the strong, so ultra-strong-, and strict, 
topologies (lemma 6.1.4 of [KR1]), and so for an action a of a locally compact group 
G, every integrable lement is proper. That is, 7)~ = A~ with the notation of the 
previous ections. 
We will show that proper actions are closely related to square-integrable representa- 
tions of G. While this is not surprising, it turns out to provide an attractive viewpoint 
on square-integrable representations. 
Let K be realized as the algebra, K(H), of compact operators on a Hilbert space 
H. Every automorphism of K is given by conjugation by an element of 5/(H), the 
group of unitary operators on H, and this unitary operator is unique up to a scalar 
multiple of modulus 1. Thus if a is an action of G on K, it is given by a projective 
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representation f G on H. For our purposes this can be handled most easily [Rf3] by 
passing to the corresponding extension group. That is, let 
a~ = {(x,~) e G × U(H) :  ~(a)  = ~a,  -~ for all a e K}. 
Let T denote the group of complex numbers of modulus 1. Then we have a short exact 
sequence 
O ~ T ~ G a --+ G -~ O. 
where the map from T is given by t ~ (ea , t IH) ,  while the map from G~ is given by 
(x, u) ~ x. Prom the topologies on T and G we obtain a locally compact topology 
on G~ making the exact sequence of groups a topological exact sequence. The map 
(x, u) ~-~ u gives an ordinary unitary representation f Gc~ on H. The corresponding 
action on K will be the pull-back to G~ of the action a of G. By passing to G~ we 
can in this way always assume that c~ comes from an ordinary representation. Because 
T is compact, it is easily seen that this passage does not affect whether the action on 
K is proper. 
Thus from now on we always assume that we have an ordinary unitary representa- 
tion, U, of G, on a Hilbert space H = Hu,  and that c~ is the corresponding action on 
K. Our immediate goal is to find necessary and sufficient conditions on U such that 
c~ is proper. 
Suppose now that a E P+,  a ¢ 0. Since a is a compact operator and P+ is a 
hereditary cone, it follows that each of the spectral projections of a, and each of their 
subprojections, is in 7)+. Thus 7)~ contains enough rank-one projections to generate 
a C*-subalgebra of K containing a. Consequently for many purposes we can focus on 
the rank-one projections in P+.  Let p be such, and let ~ be a unit vector spanning the 
range ofp. For any r/, ~ E H we will write (r/, ~)K for the rank-one operator determined 
by r/and ~'. For convenience we take the inner-product on H to be linear in the second 
variable. Thus we set 
(~, ¢)~¢o = ~(C, C0) 
for (o E H. Then p = (~, ~}K- Since p E 7)a, there is a constant k~ such that 
(7.1) f ~(x)~x (;)~z < k~5, 
for A E B. Thus for any r] E H 
kgll.ll 2 _> / a(x)(~x(p)~, )dx = f a(x)t(gx~, )12ex 
Because of the definition of B it follows that x ~ (Uj:~, r]} is in L2(G) .  
7.2 Notat ion .  For any 4, 7] E H we define the corresponding coefficient function c~v 
by 
c~,(x) = (ux~, ~) 
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With this notation, and with ~ now any vector in the range of p, we see from the 
above that there is a constant k¢ such that 
(7.3) llc~,II2 < k¢IIwll 
for any 7] E H. 
Suppose now that g E L~(G) A L2(G), and let U~ denote the integrated form of U. 
Then it follows that 
l(U~,wil = I fo(x)~,(x)dxl 
_ llgll~k~II~ll, 
for every r/E H. Consequently, 
(7.4) llUg~II ~ k~IIgll2. 
Suppose, conversely, that ~ E H and that we know that an inequality of form 7.4 
holds for all g E L 1 A L2(G). Running the above argument backward, we obtain 7.3, 
and then 7.1, so that p E P~. We have thus obtained: 
7.5 Propos i t ion .  Let U be a unitary representation of G on H, with corresponding 
action a on K = K(H) .  Let ~ E H, and let p~ = (~, ~}K. Then p~ E Pa if and only if 
there is a constant, k¢, such that 
IIc~,I12 < k~II,ll 
for every 7? E H, or equivalently, such that 
IIUg~:II < k~IIglI~- 
for every g E L 1 n L2(G). 
7.6 Definit ion. We will call a vector ~ satisfying these equivalent conditions (i.e. 7.3 
and 7.4) a U-bounded vector. We will denote the set of U-bounded vectors by 13v. 
This definition is closely related to the definition of bounded elements in Hilbert 
algebras [D,Rfl,Pj,Cm]. Compare Mso with Connes' treatment of square-integrable 
representations of foliations beginning on page 573 of [Cn]. (For a recent variation see 
definition 1.3 of [Bi].) It is clear that Be is a linear subspace, possibly not closed, in 
H. I f~EBu andxEG,  thenforvEH 
Thus 
(7.7) 
cv.~.,(y) = (uyux~, 7> = c~,(yx). 
llcu=~,~ll2 =/X(x) -I/211c~I12. 
Consequently Bu is carried into itself by U. 
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7.8 Definit ion. We will say that a unitary representation U of G on H is square- 
integrable if B~- is dense in H. 
This is exactly the special case for groups of Combes' definition in 1.7 of [Cm] for 
left Hilbert algebras. 
We will see that this definition is equivalent to the more traditional definitions in 
those situations where they have been given. But conditions 7.3 and 7.4, which do not 
seem to have been especially emphasized before, are very convenient. In view of our 
discussion just before 7.1 of the fact that if a E T '+ then all its spectral projections 
must be in P+. we almost immediately obtain from Proposition 7.5: 
7.9 Theorem.  Let U be a unitary representation of G on H, with corresponding 
action c~ on K( H). Then c~ is proper if and only if U is square-integrablc. 
We now begin to show the relation with the usual definitions of square-integrable 
representations given in the irreducible or cyclic cases [D, Ro, DM, M, Pj, Ca]. Let 
E Bu. Define an operator, T~, from L 1 ~ L2(G) into H by 
Trig ) = UA~ ). 
The definition of Bu says that T¢ is bounded for the L2-norm, with ]IT, ll < k~. Fur- 
thermore, if we denote by L the left regular epresentation f G on L2(G), we have 
T¢(Lxg) = UL~g(~) = U~Ug(~) = U~(T¢(g)). 
Thus T¢ extends to a bounded intertwining operator from L2(G) to H, which we still 
denote by T¢. Since U is assumed to be non-degenerate, it is clear that the closure of 
the range of T¢ is exactly the cyclic subspace in H generated by ~. If we now form 
the polar decomposition of T~, then the partially isometric term will be a unitary 
intertwining operator from some closed invariant subspace of L2(G) onto this cyclic 
subspace. (See VI.13.14 of [FD].) We thus obtain: 
7.10 Propos i t ion.  Let U be a unitary representation of G, and let ~ C Bu. Then 
the restriction of U to the cyclic subspace generated by ~ is unitarily equivalent to a 
subrepresentation f the left regular representation of G. 
To clarify the situation a bit more, we note the following analogue of Proposition 
5.1, which follows immediately from 7.4: 
7.11 Propos i t ion.  Let U and V be two unitary representations ofG, and let T be a 
bounded intertwining operator from U to V. Then 
T( v) c 
7.12 Corol lary.  Let U be a unitary representation ofG, and let P be the projection 
operator onto a U-invariant subspacc. Then P(I3u) c I3v. 
The following proposition is almost immediate from Definitions 7.8. 
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7.13 Propos i t ion.  The direct sum of a (possibly infinite) family of square-integrable 
unitary representations of G is square-integrable. 
From Corollary 7.12 and the usual process of decomposing a representation illto 
a (possibly infinite) direct sum of cyclic representations, we immediately obtain one 
direction of: 
7.14 Theorem.  The square-integrable r presentations of G are exactly those which 
are unitarily equivalent to a (possibly infinite) direct sum of copies of subrepresenta- 
tions of the left regular representation of G. 
Proof. We must show the converse. The crux is to show that the left regular rep- 
resentation of G is square-integrable. Let ~ E Cc(G). For any g E L 1 A L2(G) we 
have 
= / = f (nyg)(xl(J )(y)dy = 
where (Ryg)(x) = A(y)l/2g(xy) so that R is the unitary right-regular representation, 
and J is the Tomita-Takesaki operator [KR] defined by (J•)(y) = A(y)-l/2'q(y-1). 
Thus 
]lLg~ll2 = IIRj~g]12 <_ ]tJ~Nlllgl]2. 
(More generally, we see that if ~ C L2(G) and HJ~H1 < co, then ~ E BL.) Since C~(G) 
is dense in L2(G), this shows that L is square-integrable. The appearance of J in the 
above calculation indicates that something somewhat interesting is happening. We 
will pursue this matter shortly. 
From Corollary 7.12 it follows that every subrepresentation of L is square-integrable. 
The proof is then completed by Proposition 7.13. [] 
The most common definitions of square-integrable representations ju t involves the 
condition that c~v E L2(G) for some ~,~ c Hu (and c~ ~ 0). Our tiny contribution 
to this aspect is to point out now that by using the basic notion of the graph of an un- 
bounded operator, we can avoid explicit use of the theory of unbounded operators and 
their polar decomposition when dealing with this condition. A very similar argument, 
involving an irreducible representation, appears in the appendix of [GMP]. 
7.15 Propos i t ion .  Let U be a unitary representation of G on H. Let ~,~ E H, 
and suppose that c~v C L2(G). Let H~ denote the cyclic subspace generated by ~, and 
replace ~? by its projection in this subspace. Then the restriction of U to the cyclic 
subspace Hv generated by (the new) ~ is unitarily equivalent to a subrepresentation f 
L. 
Proof. We can assume that H = H~. Note that if c~¢ - 0 for some ~ E H then ~ = 0, 
since ~ is cyclic. Let 
7)-- {4 e H:  c~¢ E L2(G)}, 
r = {(¢, c~¢): ¢ e ~}. 
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Then r is a closed subspace of H ® L2(G). For suppose {~'n} is a sequence in 79 such 
that ~ converges to C E H and c¢¢~ converges to h E L2(G). Then from the definition 
of c~¢,~ we see that {Q¢~} converges uniformly pointwise to c~¢. Thus c¢¢= h, so 
Q¢ C L2(G). 
It is easily checked that F is a U ® L invariant subspace of H ® L 2 (G). Consider 
the operator Q with domain H defined by 
where the second arrow is the orthogonal projection from H ® L:(G) onto F. Then 
Q is clearly a norm-decreasing operator which intertwines U and L. If Q~ = 0 then 
C is clearly orthogonal to 79. Thus Q is injective on the closure, 77, of 79, which is a 
U-invariant subspace. From the polar decomposition of the bounded operator Q we 
obtain an isometric intertwining operator f rom/)  to L2(G). Clearly H v c 2). [] 
We remark that if U is irreducible, then Q is already a multiple of an isometry from 
7). If G is unimodular, then IIc&ll2 = IIc,~ I]2 in all (, T/E H. From this it follows easily 
that Bu = H in this case (for irreducible U). 
We also remark that if N denotes the operator ~ ~ ( / for  ~i as above, then N is a 
norm-decreasing intertwining operator on H, and that Q~ = c~g¢. But 
C~N¢(X) -~ (Ux~, N~} = <UxN~, ~} = CN~,~ , 
so N~ E Bu in view of the properties of Q. 
If U is irreducible, then N must be a multiple of an isometry from H. In particular, 
every element of H would be in the range of N, so that c~¢ C L2(G) for all ~ E H. 
When this is combined with part iii of the restatement in [BT] of theorem 3 of [DM], 
this says that if ~ is "admissible" [BT], then ( C Bu. 
The next proposition ties the situation a bit more closely to the discussion of the 
previous ections. Its proof is an immediate application of the definitions. 
7.16 Propos i t ion .  Let U be a unitary representation of G on H, with corresponding 
action c~ on K, and let ~,zl E H. Then (z/,~)K 6 Qa(= JV'a) iff ~ E Bu. 
The left regular representation of G comes from the action of G on Coo(G) by 
left translation, which is proper, together with the invariant unbounded (for G not 
compact) trace on Coo(G) consisting of Haar measure. This suggests that perhaps 
we obtain square-integrable representations from other proper actions and inv&riant 
traces. But the occurrence of the operator J in the proof of Theorem 3.14 should warn 
us of possible difficulties. On the other hand, because traces are "measure-theoretic" 
we will see that we can deal with integrable actions - the full force of being proper is 
not important here. 
Let (~ be an action of G on a C*-algebra A. We recall [KR2,Pe2] that a trace on A, 
possibly unbounded, is a function v from A + to [0, oc] with the expected properties. 
The correct set-up for us here appears to involve the following definition. (See [DM].) 
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7.17 Def in i t ion.  Let ,- be a trace on A. Then 7- is said to be A-semi-invariant for 
the action a if 
~(~(a))  = A(x) l~(a) 
for a l laEA + andxEG.  
Much as earlier, we set M + = {a E A + : 7(a) < oc}, Aft = {a E A :  a*a E M+~}, 
and Mr  =spanA// +. Then .Mr = .Mff, and M~ A A + = .M+, and T extends to .Mr. 
Notice that if T is A-semi-invariant for a, then .M+ is carried into itself by a, and 
similarly for A/r and Mr .  
We recall (proposition 6.1.3 of [Pe2]) that if ~- is a lower semi-continuous trace 
(or weight) on A, then the GNS construction works to produce a non-degenerate 
.-representation of A. We denote its Hilbert space by Hr, but do not use specific 
notation for the representation (i.e. we use module notation). Each element a E Aft 
determines an element of Hr, but our notation will not distinguish between elements 
of Aft and their images in Hr. The first parts of the following theorem are basically 
well-known. 
7.18 Theorem.  Let a be an action of G on a C*-algebra A, and let ~- be a A-semi- 
invariant lower semi-continuous trace on A, with GNS representation on Hr. Define 
a unitary representation U of G on H,  by 
Us(a) = A(x)l/2a~(a) 
for a E Aft. Then U is strongly continuous. Furthermore, every element of AAa M Mr  
is U-bounded. If c~ is integrable, then U is square-integrable. 
Proof. We remark that Aft may be very small, even just {0}. But because ~- is a trace, 
AJ~ is a two-sided ideal in A, as is then AfT. (See 6.2.1 of [Pe2].) 
By the semi-continuity of T the image of AJr in ~/r is dense (see 7.4.1 of [D]), and 
the representation of A on 7-tr is non-degenerate. For a E Mr ,  b E .M+, and x E G 
we have 
{Ux(a), b)r = ~-(ax(a*)b) = T(bl/2c~x(a*)b 1/2) 
by proposition 5.2.2 of [Pe2]. But c ~ 7"(bl/2cb U2) is a positive linear functional 
defined on all of A, so continuous. From this and the fact that .M, is the span of .M+ 
we see that U is weakly continuous. Thus U is strongly continuous ince it is unitary. 
Suppose now that a E .M+ M .Mr and that g E L 1 M L2(G). Assume further that 
9 has compact support. Since U is strongly continuous, the integrated form, Ug, is 
defined. Then 
[[UgaH 2 = (a, Ug**ga)r = r(al/2 aA~/2(g**9) (a)a 1/2) 
<_ ~'(a)llaA~/~(g,,g)(a)ll <_ "r(a)kallA1/2(g * * g)ll~, 
since a E f14 +. But for each x E G we have 
* 9)(x)l < a l /2 (x ) f  I.q(Y)g(yx)ldy < A~/2(xDIIgll211g(.x)ll2 = A1/2(x)i(g* 119]l~. 
d 
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Thus IIA1/2(g * • g)ll~ -< IlglI 2- Putting this together, we obtain 
IIU all  -(a)k llgll . 
Since any g c L 1 N L2(G) can be approximated by ones of compact support, simul- 
taneously in L 1 and L 2 norm, this inequality holds for all g E L 1 N L2(G). This says 
that a as vector in 7-/~ is U-bounded. Thus we see that every element of M + N Mr  is 
U-bounded. Since Mr  is the span of M +, and similarly for ~4o. it follows that every 
element of .A4~ n A4~- is U-bounded. 
Suppose now that a is integrable. To show that U is square-integrable it suffices to 
show that Mo N M,  is dense in ~r .  Since -Mr is an ideal and M~ is hereditary, we 
see that M~M~4~ C .M(~ n Mr .  We show that in ~r  every element of J~4, can be 
approximated by elements of M~.MrM~.  Since, as noted above. Mr  is dense in ~,  
this will conclude the proof. 
Let 1 denote the norm-closure of A4~ in A, so that I is an a-invariant ideal in A. 
Since .Mo is assumed ense in A, it follows that Mj .A4~ is dense in the C*-algebra 
I. But ~4alMa C Ma since Ma is hereditary. Thus M~ glI is dense in I. Although 
we don't need it here, we note that we have essentially proven the following analogue 
of Proposition 5.5: 
7.19 Propos i t ion .  Let a be an integrable action of G on A, and let I be an a- 
invariant ideal in A. Then the action a of G on I is integrable. 
We continue with the proof of Theorem 7.18. Pick a positive approximate identity 
of norm 1 for I. Since JMa n I is a dense *-subalgebra of I, we can approximate the 
approximate identity by elements of Ma  [-1I to obtain a self-adjoint approximate iden- 
tity of norm 1 consisting of elements of A4~ n I. We can then square this approximate 
identity to obtain one which is positive. We denote the resulting approximate identity 
in Jtd~ fq I by {e~}. 
Let b E A/l~ +. Then eabea E M~ N.M, .  We show that {eabea} converges to b in 
7~r. Now, using heavily that ~- is traeial, we have 
lib - 112, = T (b  - 2be be  + berber )  = - - eibe )bl/:). 
But b 1/2 C Aft and so a ~ ~-(bl/2ab 1/2) is a positive linear functional defined every- 
where on A, and so continuous. Since 2e~be~ - e~be~ converges to b in norm, we see 
that e~be~ does indeed converge to b in ~r .  [] 
It is not at all clear to me how much of the above can be done if ~- is only a weight 
instead of a trace. As mentioned before Question 6.9, even the question as to whether 
the unitary representation U is strongly continuous eems quite delicate. 
Let c;~ now be the proper action of G on A = C~(G)  by 'right translation, so 
(ax(f))(y) = f(yx).  Let ~- be the trace on A defined by left Haar measure. Then 7r is 
A-semi-invariant for a. Thus we obtain what we already know: 
7.20 Corol lary.  The right regular representation of G on L~(G) is square-integrable. 
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But we know that the left-regular epresentation too is square-integrable. (It is 
equiwdent to the right regular epresentation.) Even more, the left action of a subgroup 
of G oil L2(G) should be square-integrable. We can relate this to Theorem 7.18 as 
follows. Let c~ be an action of G on a C*-algebra A, and let T be a trace on A which 
we now suppose to be actually (~-invariant. Suppose that d is an unbounded positive 
invertible operator affiliated with A in the sense of Woronowic× [Wo]. (See also Baaj 
[Ba].) For our purposes this means that we have a morphism, say 0, from D = Coo(~) 
to A (that is, a , -homomorphism from D into M(A) such that O(D)A is dense in 
A) togethcr with a strictly positive 5 E C(R) (where C(R) denotes the algebra of 
possibly unbounded continuous function on R) acting by poin~ wise multiplication as 
an unbounded operator on C~(R) with domain Do = Co(R). Then d is defined to be 
the closure of the operator on A with domain O(Do)A defined by 
= 
for p E Do, a E A. Let C denote the range of 0, and set Co = 0(Do). For our present 
purposes we require that d be central, that is, that C c ZM(A). where ZM(A) denotes 
the center of M(A). Now a carries ZM(A) into itself, and d can be represented by an 
unbounded continuous function on the maximal ideal space of the center. From this 
point of view it is clear what we mean by a~(d) for x E G. 
7.21 Def in i t ion.  We say that a central positive operator d affiliated with A, via the 
morphism 0 from C~(]~) to A, is A-semi-invariant for a if the range of 0 is carried 
into itself by ax and 
a~(d) = A(x)d 
for all x E G. 
As one example we have: 
7.22 Propos i t ion .  Let a be a proper action of G on a locally compact space M, and 
so on A = C~(M). Assume that M/a is paracompact. Then there exists a central 
positive invertible operator affiliated with A which is A-semi-invariant for a. 
Proof. We imitate the construction of "Bruhat approximate cross-sections". For each 
a-orbit choose an element of Co(M) + which is not everywhere 0 on that orbit. The 
images in M/a of the sets where these functions are non-zero form an open cover of 
M/a. By paracompactness there is a locally finite subcover. Let b denote the sum 
of the functions for this subcover. So b is a continuous positive function, with the 
property that its support meets the preimage in M of any compact subset of M/a in 
a compact set, and it is not everywhere 0 on any orbit. Define a function h on M by 
= fG 
dy. 
The integrand has compact support for each m, so h is well-defined. From the prop- 
erties of b it is clear that h is positive, continuous, and nowhere O, so invertible. 
Furthermore, for x E G we have 
(h))(m) = f (a; dy = 
J 
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Thus h is A-semi-invariant. (The requirement on domains is easily checked.) [] 
It is natural to wonder whether there are interesting extensions of this construction 
for non-commutative A's. 
We now continue the general development. 
For c E ZM(A)  + define rc on A + by 
Tc(a) = r(ca) =T(a l /2ca l /2) .  
It is clear that ~-~ is a trace on A. Note that if a C Jt4~ then ca C .h4.~ since ca = 
a~/2ca ~/2 <_ Ilclta and AJ~ is hereditary. Thus 3//~ _D Adv. It is easily seen that since 
~" is lower semi-continuous, so is T~. 
Now let d be a central positive operator affiliated with A, by means of the morphism 
0 from D to A and 5 E C(R). Analogously to what we did in the previous sections 
let B(Co) = {c E Co : 0 <_ c <_ 1}, with its usual upward directed order. Then 
{Td~ : c C B(Co)} is an increasing net of lower semi-continuous traces on A, and so we 
can define Td to be their upper bound. Thus ~-d is a lower semi-continuous trace on A. 
ForacA + and coEC +wehave 
rd(coa) = lim r(dccoa) = lim T(al/2 dccoa 1/2) =- "r( (dco)a) 
where c ranges over B(Co). In particular, Co2t, l~- _c tided. 
We are assuming that d is invertible. It is then easy to see that ~- comes from ~-~ by 
the above procedure using d -1. That is, "r = (Td)d-1. In particular, Cofl4rd C_ 2td~. 
Now Co = C0 3, so 
CoM, = cgM.  c_ cgM , c_ CoM . 
Thus CoAd~ = CoAd, e. By a calculation which is eomputational ly simpler than that 
near the end of the proof of Theorem 7.18 one sees that COMr is dense in :Hr. One 
must just notice that the fact that Co is in M(A)  rather than A causes no difficulties. 
From what we have seen, CoA4~ is also dense in 7-/~ e. Let us define an operator, T, 
from 7-g~ e to 7-/~ by first defining it on CoAdr by 
T(ca) ---- (dl/2c)a. 
One checks that this is well-defined as follows. Given ~ ciai = ~ cj' aj', choose c E Co 
' for all i , j .  Then such that cci = c~ and cc'j = cj 
v ie  (dl"c/  = r(F  
Then 
<Tcl al, Tc2a2>,- --- "r( ( de~cl )a~al ) -= (clal ,  c2a2}.~d . 
Thus on its domain T is isometric. But its domain and range are dense in 7-/~ d and 
7-/~ respectively. So T extends to a unitary operator between them. 
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Now suppose that (~ is an action of G on A, that ~- is ~-invariant, and that d is 
A-semi-invariant for (~. In particular, ~ carries Co into itself and is an automorphism 
of the directed set B(Co). Then for c C B(Co) and a E A + we have 
~-dc(az(a) ) = "r(dcax(a)  = T(O~x( (O~x-1 (dc) )a) ) 
= ~(~x-, (d~.)a) = A(x) - l~(d~x-1 (c)a) = A(x) - l~%_ l (c ) (a ) .  
On taking the limit over B(C~) we obtain 
Td(a~(a)) = /k(X-1)Td(a) ,  
that is, ~-d is A-semi-invariant for c~. 
We can now apply Theorem 7.18 to conclude that the unitary representation V on 
H~d coming from a is square-integrable if a is integrable. Of course V is defined by 
Vz(a) = A(x)~/2ax(a). 
At the same time we have the unitary representation U on T/~ defined by 
U~(a) = (~o:(a). 
But consider the unitary operator T defined several paragraphs ago. For c C Co and 
a E A/[~ we have 
Ux(T(ca)) = Ux((dl/2c)a) = a~((dU2c)a) = ax(dl/2c)a~(a) 
= A(x)l/2dU2o~x(c)o~x(a) = T(/k(x)l/2c~x(ca)) : T(Vz(ca)). 
Thus T is an intertwining operator, and the two representations are equivalent. We 
have thus demonstrated: 
7.23 Theorem.  Let a be an action of G on a C*-algebra A, and let 7 be an a- 
invariant lower semi-continuous trace on A. Let U be the corresponding unitaw rep- 
resentation of G on 7-l~. If ~ is integrable, and if there is a central positive invertible 
operator affiliated to A which is A-semi-invariant, then U is square-integrable. 
We will see a reflection of this theorem in the next section. Upon applying Propo- 
sition 7.22 we obtain: 
7.24 Coro l la ry .  Let a be a proper action of G on a locally compact space M such 
that M/a  is paracompact. For every positive a-invariant Radon measure # on M the 
corresponding unitary representation of G on L2(M, #) is square-integrable. 
As one (unsurprising) application of the earlier Theorem 7.18 we can consider the 
canonical trace on the algebra of compact operators, whose GNS Hilbert space is the 
space of Hi lbert-Schmidt operators. 
7.25 Coro l la ry .  Let G be a unimodular group and let U be a square-integrable r pre- 
sentation of G on H. Let a be the corresponding action on K(H) ,  which is integrable. 
Then the corresponding unita~g representation on the space of Hilbert-Schmidt opera- 
tots is square-integrable. 
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8. The  Or thogona l i ty  Re lat ions .  
In this section we examine what the orthogonality relations for square-integrable rep- 
resentations look like from the vantage point of the previous ection. 
Let U be a representation of G on H, and let a be the corresponding action o~ 
K = K(H). Then M(K) consists of the bounded operators on H, and M(K) ~ 
is exactly the algebra of intertwining operators for U. Let ~ and r] C Bu. From 
Proposition 7.5 and polarization it follows rapidly that (~,V}K E A/I~, and so the 
integral 
(s.1) f 
converges in the strong operator topology to an operator in M(K)  c*. From the vantage 
point of this paper, the orthogonality relations are concerned with identifying to some 
extent this intertwining operator. The reason is that for any ~, w C H we have 
(8.2) 
-~- (C~?~, CCw)L2(G), 
so that any answer will say something about the inner-product of the coefficient func- 
tions. It is quite clear that if ~ and ~ come from two subrepresentations which are 
disjoint (have no non-zero intertwining operators) then 8.1 must be 0 and so c¢~ and 
c~¢ must be orthogonal. Since any two representations can be viewed as subrepresen- 
rations of their direct sum, we obtain: 
8.3 P ropos i t ion .  (The 'first orthogonality relation".) Let U and V be representa- 
tions of G on Hu and Hv. Suppose that U and V are disjoint. Then for any ~,w C Hu 
with ~ U-bounded, and for any ~, ~ E Hv with ~7 V-bounded, the coefficient functions 
c¢~ and c~¢ are orthogonaI in L2(G). 
So we concentrate on the "second orthogonality relation". We introduced after 
Theorem 7.9 the bounded operators T~ for ¢ C B~. Let us calculate T~*. For r/E H 
and g E L 1 M L2(G) we have 
(g, T~*q) = (Lg~, r]) = (g, Qn). 
Thus 
T~*r] = c~. 
For ~, r /~/3u and ~, w E H it follows that 
From 8.2 we then obtain: 
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8.4 Propos i t ion.  Let U be a unitary representation of G. For ~, ~ E Bu we have 
/ a~((~, rl)K)dx = T(T,,. 
We now examine what this says for the left regular representation, L, of G. Let 
h E BL. From the calculation in the proof of Theorem 7.14, but now with g E Co(G), 
we see that, at the level of functions, 
Thg = Rj£g. 
In interpreting this, note that J is an isometry, so that Jh  C L2(G). The operator 
Rj~, which is initially defined only on, say, Co(G), is bounded, by our assumption on 
h, and so extends to a bounded operator on all of LS(G). With this understanding, 
we have 
Th = Rj~. 
The second orthogonality relation for the left regular epresentation can then be con- 
sidered to be the following statement: 
8.5 Theorem.  For f, g E I~L we have 
. 
c~((f, g)g)dx = RjfRjo. 
We remark that this is closely related to the result in example 2.1 of [Rf7] (where 
the p there is not unitary). 
We now relate this to Exel's example of section 13 of [E2]. Suppose that G is 
Abelian. We conjugate L by the Fourier transform so that it acts on L2(G), by 
pointwise multiplication of characters. Upon applying the Plancherel theorem, we see 
that equation 7.4 becomes 
11~ll2 ~ k~ll~ll2 
for all g E L 1 R L2(G) and ~ E L2(G). This will hold exactly if ~ E L°°(G). Thus 
under this picture BL = L ~ N L2(G). Prom the fact that G is Abelian it is easily seen 
that Rj f  .= Lf, so that the relation in Theorem 8.5 reads 
ax (</, g)K)dx L/,g.. 
But on L2(G) the operator Lf.g* is just pointwise multiplication by the Fourier trans- 
form of f * g*. If we change notation so that now f, g E L ~ M L2((~) = BL, and if we 
let Mfo denote the operator of pointwise multiplication by f~, we obtain 
f a~((f,g)K)dx = Mf~. 
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Let f,.q E L ~ (1L2(G), and choose any h ~ Loo ~ L~(G) such that Ilhll2 = 1. Then 
(f,g}K = (f,h}K(h,g)~¢, 
and st) from Proposition 7.5 and the fact that T'~ is an algebra we see that the "big 
fixed-point-algebra" will contain Mf~. In particular, if G is compact, the big fixed- 
point algebra is exactly Loo(G). This is Exel's example. Certainly Loo(G) is too big. 
As Exel indicates, it is well-known that K(L2(G)) ×,~ G is isomorphic to K(L2(G)) ® 
Coo(G), which has G as primitive ideal space. Since the primitive ideal spaces of 
strongly Morita equivalent algebras are homeomorphic [Rf3], it is impossible for Loo (6) 
to be strongly Morita equivalent o an ideal in K x ,  G (unless G is finite). We refer 
the reader to [E2] for substantial further exploration of this situation. 
We wish to consider next the case in which U is irreducible. But we first make 
some observations about the general case which wilt be useful for that purpose. For 
any ~, r] E Bu, the operator T~T~ on L2(G) intertwines L. For any g E L 1 N L2(G) we 
have 
T~T~g = T~UgT I = LgT~ = g * c~. 
Note that this implies that c~v is in the closure of the range of T~Tv. Note next that 
Q~(x -1) = ~4(x), so that c~v is in L2(G, A- ldx)  as well as in Le(G), where by A- ldx  
we denote right Haar measure. Now for any ~ E L2(G) and ¢ E L2(G,A-ldx) we 
have 
I~ * ¢(x)l = I J ~(Y)¢(Y-~x)dyl -< 
/ .  
I1 11 119(.-1)11 . 
This says that convolution from L2(G) x L2(G, A- ldx)  to Loo(G) is well-defined and 
jointly continuous. But i f~ ,¢  E C~(G), then ~.¢  ~ C~(G) C Coo(G). Since Co(G) is 
dense in L2(G), it follows that ~,¢  E Coo(G) for all ~ E L2(G) and ¢ E Le(G, A-~dx). 
In particular, for ~, r/E 13u and for any ~ E Le(G), the function ~*Qn is continuous. 
But we saw above that g * c~n = T~Tng for g E L 1 ~ L2(G). Let {gn} be a sequence 
in L ~ M L2(G) which converges to ~. As seen above, g~ * c4n converges uniformly to 
• c4n, but it also converges in Le-norm to T~Tn~. (The main concern here is the fact 
that c4~ need not be in LI(G).) We thus obtain: 
8.6 P ropos i t ion .  Let U be a unitary representation of G. For any ~, 7 l E Bu and 
any ~ E L2(G), 
T~Tn~ = ~ * c~,, 
and p * c~ E Coo(G) ~ L2(G). Thus the range of T~T v consists entirely of functions 
in Coo(G). 
We now consider the case in which U is an irreducible representation of G. In this 
case, since 13u is an invariant subspace, it must be dense in H as soon as it contains one 
non-zero vector, which we will assume. Let ~, 7/E Bu. Since T~T~ is an intertwining 
operator, it must be a scalar multiple of the identity operator. We denote the scalar 
by 7(~, ~1), so that 
T(T~ = ff((, ~)IH. 
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We wish to obtain a more revealing expression for 7- We follow the general outline of 
the treatment given in [Ca], but our details are more elementary because of our use of 
/3u. 
By suitably normalizing ~, we can arrange that T~* is an isometry. Then T~T~ is a 
projection operator on L 2 (G), intertwining L. The restriction of L to the range of T~* T~ 
is a subrepresentation of L which is unitarily equivalent to U. As seen above, the range 
of T~T~ consists entirely of continuous functions. But now, since T~ is an isometry, 
this range is a closed subspace of L2(G). But T~T~ is given by right convolution by 
c~. We have thus obtained: 
8.7 P ropos i t ion .  Let U be a square-integrable irreducible representation of G. For 
any ~ E 13u normalized so that T~ is an isometry, right convolution by c~ is a pro- 
jection of L2(G) onto a closed subspace consisting entirely of continuous functions, on 
which L is unitarily equivalent to U. 
Let H~ denote the range of the isometry T~*. (Note that c~ = T~*~ so that c~ E H~.) 
For every p E H~ and every x E G we see above that 
~(x) = ~ * Q~(x) =/e¢~(x- ly)~(y)dy = <Lxc~, ~}. 
The second equality says exactly that He is a "reproducing-kernel Hi bert space" on 
G, with reproducing kernel Q~. The third equality says that the map x ~ Lxc~ is a 
"coherent state" for H~. (See [A1] for a recent review of coherent states, with many 
interesting examples.) 
Suppose now that (,a~ E Bu. Then from 8.2 but with the roles of the vectors 
interchanged, and from the definition of "~(~, w), we obtain 
(c~, c~) = f ~(~)c~(~)d~ = [ "7(w, c~w (y-1)~¢ (y-1)dy 
= f f  c~¢(Y)C~(Y)A(Y-~)dY = {A-U2Q¢, A-~/2c~) 
Thus we have 
Notice that this is all well:defined, since as seen above, 
T~ ¢ = c~¢ e L2(G) n L2(G, A- l  dx) 
so that A-1/2c~¢ E L2(G). In conclusion, we obtain: 
8.8 Theorem.  Let U be a square-integrable irreducible representation of G. Let ~ E 
13u , normalized so that T~ is an isometry. Then for 77, ~ E By we have 
I ~((~, C)K)dX = IIql-2{/X-1/eT~*~,/X-1/@~)£H. 
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We remark that if we choose 77 and ¢ so that 
(A-1/2T~, A-1/2T~*7]} ~_ I1~11 ~, 
then we obtain / O~x((r/, ~}K)dX = [H. 
This is just another way of writing the familiar "resolution of the identity" from the 
theory of coherent states. 
If G is unimodular, we see that the right-hand-side of the equation of Theorem 8.8 
simplifies to 
)I~I[-2(C, ~) I , ,  
and now I1~11 ~is the familiar formal dimension of U. (See [D,Rfl].) 
If G is not unimodular the right-hand-side of the equation of Theorem 8.8 is a bit 
unattractive because the vectors and inner-product of the right-hand side are taken in 
L2(G), not H. But the considerations just before the statement of Theorem 8.8 show 
that if ~ E Bu then A-1T~*rl E L2(G). Thus we can define an unbounded operator, 
K, with dense domain Bu by 
K- I~ = 1] II-2T A-1T  . 
Then one can check that K is a positive operator, and the right-hand side of the 
equation of Theorem 8.8 can be rewritten as 
(~, K~)IH = (K-1/2~, K-1 /2r l> IH  . 
This is the form given in theorem 3 of [DM], or theorem 4.3 of [Ca], or theorem 2 of 
[BT]. We omit the details about domains and the fact that K is independent of the 
choice of ~. But one can check that, as expected from [DM], K is A-l-semi-invariant, 
reflecting the situation for the left regular epresentation seen earlier. 
We remark that in [Mo] Moore has given orthogonality relations for factor square- 
integrable representations. But his orthogonality relations are not for the coefficient 
functions as defined here. So it is not clear to me how his results relate to those given 
here. 
We conclude this section by showing that the possible difficulty mentioned before 
Definition 1.2, namely that it may happen that a E AA but la[ ~ Ad, actually occurs 
even in the present setting of square-integrable representations. 
Let G be the "ax + b" group. So G is R × R + with product given by 
(p, s)(q, t) = (p + sq, st). 
The modular function of G is A(p, s) = s -1. It is well-known that G has two inequiv- 
alent square-integrable irreducible representations. We consider one of them. It has 
many models. For our purposes the most elementary approach to what we need seems 
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to be given by theorem 2 of [BT], so we use the model used there. The Hilbert space 
is H = L 2 (I1~ +, dt/t), and thc representation is given by 
(~(p,~)~)( t )  = e(pt)~(st), 
where by definition e(t) = exp(2~rit). Let K denote the unbounded oper~tor on H 
defined by 
(K~)(t) = t~(t). 
One can check that K is A -  l-invariant. 
Applying theorem 2 of [BT] and Theorem 8.8 above to this particular situation, we 
find that, up to multiplication by a positive scalar, 
• /c a~(T) dx = Tr(K-1T)IH 
for any positive compact operator T, where a is the action of conjugation by 7r. As in 
our earlier discussion of the irreducible ase, this gives essentially an ordinary weight. 
We can now study this weight independently of the fact that it comes from a group 
representation. 
To simplify our analysis, we make the change of variables r = e -t. Then our Hilbert 
space becomes L2(~) for Lebesgue measure, and D = K -1 is the operator of pointwise 
multiplication by t ~-~ e t. We denote our weight by ~b. It is now given by 
¢(T) = Tr(DT). 
Since D is unbounded, we must make precise what this means. We can do this con- 
veniently in terms of spectral projections of D. For our purposes the following works 
well. For each integer n _> 1 let En denote the orthogonal projection onto the subspace 
of L2(~) consisting of the functions upported in [ -n,  -n  + 1] U [n - 1, n]. Thus the 
En's are  mutually orthogonal and sum to I. For each n the operator DE,~ is a bounded 
positive operator. For any positive bounded operator T we take ¢(T) to mean 
~b(T) : E Tr(DEnT). 
In particular, ~b is lower semi-continuous. We let Ad + = {T C B(H) + : ¢(T)  < oc}, 
and we let 2td be the linear span of 34 +. For our discussion of square-integrable 
representations we are most interested in the restriction of ¢ to the algebra K(H) of 
compact operators. 
8.9 Theorem.  With notation as just above, there are S,T E K(H) such that S, T E 
34+ but IS - T[ q~ M +. 
Proof. For each integer n _> 1 set ~n = X[,-1, hi, and ~n = X[-n, -n+l], where X 
denotes "characteristic function". Thus ~n and r/n are unit vectors in the range of 
En. The following steps are motivated by the example following theorem 2.4 of [Pel]. 
Choose a sequence {an} of numbers with 0 _< an _< 1 such that ~a~ < oc but 
TE 1/2 an = oc. For instance, an = n -2. Let P,~ and Qn denote the rank-1 projections 
which are 0 on the orthogonal complement of {~,  ~n}, whereas with respect to the 
basis {~n, r/n} they have matrices 
and 
an 
(a~ - a2n) 1/2 
(an - a2n) 1/2 
1-an  ] 
respectively. Then (Pn - Qn) 2 has matrix 
so that IPn - Qn I has matrix 
an 0 ) 
0 an ' 
al/2 ) 
For any integer k with Ik[ _> 1 set dk = (D~k, (k) if k _> 1 and dk = <Dr/-k, ~-k> If 
k < -1 .  Thus, disregarding k = 0, we see that {dn} goes to 0 rapidly as k ~ -co ,  
and to +oc rapidly as k --+ +oc We can use the basis {~n, rln} to evaluate ¢ on P~ 
and Q,~, and a quick calculation shows that 
¢(Pn) = and~ + (1 - an)d-n, 
¢(Qn)  = d_n, 
¢(IPn - Qnl) = a~/2(dn + d_n).  
Set S = ~d;1Pn  and T = ~dnlQ~,  where the sums are for n > 1. Since {dn} 
grows rapidly for positive n, the sums converge m norm, and S, T E K(H) +. From 
the above calculations and the properties which we reqmred of {an} we see that 
~,(S) = Ean  + Ed: l (1  - an)d_n < oo, 
~,(T) = E d~ld_,~ < oc. 
Thus S, T E M +. However 
N" al/2 a~/2d~ld n ¢( IS -T I )=z_ .  n + ~  - =~-  
Thus[S - T I ¢ 34 +. [] 
(o 
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